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Abstract 
llansverse momentum (pT) distributions for pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons 
have been measured near mid-rapidity for Au+Au collisions at  ,/= = 62.4 GeV us- 
ing the PHOBOS detector at  the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven 
National Laboratory. 
Particle identification is performed using the PHOBOS Time-of-Flight plastic scin- 
tillator walls and specific energy loss in the multi-layer silicon Spectrometer, which 
is also used for track reconstruction and momentum-det ermination. The spectra are 
corrected for all det ector-dependent effects, including feed-down from weak decays. 
At p, 3 GeV/c, protons are measured to be the dominant species of charged 
hadrons and scale much faster with respect to collision centrality than mesons. 
This behaviour at 62.4 GeV is found to be remarkably similar to  that observed 
in Au+Au collisions at  200 GeV, an interesting observation which should serve as 
an important constraint on the various mechanisms which have been proposed to  
describe particle production over this p r  range. 
Baryon stopping, the transport of baryon number from intial beam rapidity, is 
explored through the net proton (p - I S )  yields at mid-rapidity. These results fill a 
large gap between the SPS and higher RHIC energies and as such form an important 
set of data for comparing to models of baryon transport mechanisms. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The strong interaction is understood to be a force between elementary particles called 
quarks, mediated by bosons called gluons and described by the theory of Quan- 
tum Chromodynamics (QCD). QCD has the unusual property that the interaction 
strength increases with distance from the source, a phenomenon called 'asymptotic 
freedom.' Strongly-interacting matter may exist in a variety of phases, including 
a state of deconfined quarks and gluons called the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). 
Heavy-ion collisions at  high energies are an attempt to create this QGP and study its 
properties. Identified particle transverse momentum distributions will be important 
in elucidating the mechanisms that govern particle production in the complex system 
formed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 
1.1 The Quark Model of Hadrons 
Cosmic ray studies and the development of particle accelerators in the 1950s led to 
the discovery of a vast proliferation of baryon and meson resonances. Regularities in 
the data were seen, and Gell-Mann and Ne7eman independently developed a system 
of organisation called the 'Eightfold Way' [I] (borrowing the name from the Buddhist 
path to enlightenment). At that time, the particle at the apex of the baryon decuplet 
triangle, t,he Q-,  was not known experimentally: based on his organisation scheme, 
Gell-Mann boldly predicted its existence and its properties. When the 0- was later 
seen by experiments at  the Brookhaven Alternating Gradient Synchrotron [2], it was 
a striking confirmation of the theory. 
Later, Gell-Mann [3] and Zweig [4] independently proposed that the patterns 
could be explained if hadrons were actually composed of fractionally-charged, spin-$ 
particles called quarks.1 Baryons would be built from three quarks qqq and mesons 
from a quark-antiquark pair qq. The three quark types or 'flavours' known at the time 
were called 'up'(u), 'down'(d) and 'strange'(s); the quark model was later enlarged 
with the discoveries of the charm quark 15, 61, the bottom quark [7] and eventually 
the top [8, 91. The properties of the six Standard Model quarks are displayed in 
Table 1.1. 
Quark I Name 
d 
s 
c 
b 
t 
Table 1.1: Table of quark properties, with masses taken from the Particle Data Book 
[ l o l a  
Charge 
+$ 
1 
-- 
-- 
+, 
1 
-- 
3 
+? 
Down 
Strange 
Charm 
Bottom 
TOP 
Further evidence that nucleons had const it uent s came from deep-inelastic scat- 
tering of electrons from protons [ll]. While probing the structure of the proton, the 
experiment a1 results at  large momentum transfer were found to exhibit a relationship 
called ' Bjorken scaling' [12], with the interpret at  ion that the electrons were scattering 
off point-like, charged, spin-; particles inside the proton - quarks. 
Mass 
1.5 - 4.5 MeV 
5 - 8.5 MeV 
80-155MeV 
1.0 - 1.4 GeV 
4.0 - 4.5 GeV 
174.3 & 5.1 GeV 
 he name 'quark' is taken from a phrase in James Joyce's famously difficult novel Fznnegan's 
Wake: "Three quarks for Muster Mark." 
1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics 
1.2.1 Color 
A problem with the quark model was that some states appeared to violate the Exclu- 
sion Principle. Consider the At+ which is interpreted as being uuu. In the absence 
of any spin-orbit coupling, the wavefunction for the state can be written as a product 
of separate spatial, spin and flavour functions: !PA++ = qL(r)xspin@ flavour. The A'+ 
is known experimentally to have spin i, so all 3 spin-; quarks are in the same spin- 
state ( T T T )  and hence Xspin is symmetric under the interchange of any two quarks. If 
it is uuu, clearly is also symmetric, and since it is also known to have positive 
parity, the spatial wavefunction must be symmetric as well. The total wavefunction 
is therefore symmetric with respect to  the interchange of any two quarks. But quarks 
are fermions, so according to the Exclusion Principle, a collection of them should be 
antisymmetrzc under exchange. 
A solution was to  propose the existence of a new, hidden quantum number. The 
total wavefunction would then actually be: !PA++ = qr. (r)xspin@ lauourOneu,avou and if 
On,, were antisymmetric, the situation would be saved. In order to construct an 
antisymmetric state with three particles, the new quantum number had to  be three- 
valued. Nature suggested a good analogy: white light is composed of equal parts of 
red, green and blue. Thus the new quantum number was called color 1131. It was 
hypothesised that all natural particles had to be 'colorless' - baryons are RGB, while 
mesons could be RR, for example. 
Experimental evidence for the existence of color came from measurements of the 
process e+e- -+ qq -+ hadrons. At collision energies substantially above the mass of 
qq pair and away from meson resonances, the cross-section for this process simplifies 
considerably. It can be compared to the process e+e- -+ pep-, and phase space 
factors will cancel in the ratio, so that 
o(ece- + q g  --+ hadrons) 
is essentially proportional to the number of degrees of freedom for hadron production. 
In this sense, creation of an RR pair is distinct from a GG pair, thus the existence of 
color as a true feature of quarks contributes a factor of 3 to the hadron production 
cross-section. This factor of 3 is in good agreement with the experimental data. 
1.2.2 The QCD Lagrangian 
The strong interaction between quarks is described by the theory of Quantum Chro- 
modynamics (QCD). Color is the 'charge' of this interaction and it is mediated by 
eight massless vector bosons called gluons. For historical reasons, quarks and gluons 
are often collectively referred to  as partons. The QCD Lagrangian is: 
where qij is t,he quark field for a quark of flavour i = u, d ,  s , c ,  b, t , mass mi and color 
j = R, G, B. y, are the 4 x 4 Dirac matrices. In terms of the eight gluon fields GE, 
the covariant derivative D, is: 
g is the coupling constant of the theory. Xa are the eight 3 x 3 Gell-Mann matrices 
which satisfy the commutation relations [A,, Ab] = i fabcXc. The numbers fabc are 
called the 'structure constants' of the group SU(3) - because they are non-zero, the 
group is said to be non-Abelian. 
The QCD Lagrangian is invariant under local SU(3) gauge  transformation^:^ 
To preserve gauge invariance given the above commutation relations for the A, oper- 
ators, the gluon fields must be massless and transform as: 
As a result, the gluon field strength tensor GE, is: 
The presence of this last term in the theory allows for the possibility of not just quark- 
gluon couplings, but also direct gluon-gluon coupling, in the form of three-gluon and 
four-gluon vertices. These direct couplings occur because the gluons themselves carry 
color. The interactions of QCD are illustrated in Figure 1-1. 
1.2.3 Asymptotic Freedom and Quark Confinement 
It is well-known from Quantum Electrodynamics that the effective charge of an elec- 
tron decreases as the test charge is moved away. This is due to vacuum polarisation: 
the presence of virtual ef e- pairs in the vacuum have a screening effect on the bare 
electron charge, similar to Debye screening in a plasma. 
For a bare quark, there is a similar color-screening effect due to virtual qq  pairs 
2 ~ h e  concept of local gauge invariance was first used in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), where 
it was discovered that requiring the Dirac Lagrangian for the electron to be locally gauge invariant 
introduced a massless vector field corresponding to  the photon. Local gauge invariance is now a key 
principle of modern particle physics. 
The idea of a locally gauge invariant theory can be heuristically understood by considering the 
quark wavefunction as being represented by a vector in color space. Just as in quantum mechanics, 
only the length of this vector is important, not its orientation (its phase). Thus the theory should 
have the freedom to  arbitrarily rotate the phase of the wavefunction at any point in space: the gluon 
fields then exist in order to be able to perform this local phase transformation. 
3 ~ t  is worth noting that these gluon-gluon couplings would not exist if the group were Abelian, 
i.e. if the generators of the group commuted. This is the case in Quantum Electrodynamics (which 
is a U(1) group), and the boson mediator of this interaction, the photon, carries no electric charge. 
Figure 1-1: Illustration of the possible quark-gluon and gluon-gluon couplings in 
Quantum Chromodynamics. 
in the vacuum. However, in QCD there are also gluons, which are colored, and their 
presence in the vacuum has an anti-screening effect. It is found that the gluon anti- 
screening effect dominates4 and the coupling const ant of the strong interact ion, a,, 
actually increases with distance from the source. This is known as asymptotic freedom 
[14, 151. 
The variation of this so-called 'running coupling const ant ' with the moment um 
transfer Q (inversely proportional to  separation distance) is shown in Figure 1-2. In 
the 'one-loop' approximation, the analytic form is: 
where nf = 6 is the number of quark flavours and A = 200 MeV is a dimensional 
parameter which sets the scale for QCD. 
Asymptotic freedom is thought to be the reason for the phenomenon of quark 
confinement, the fact that an individual quark has never been seen (which had been 
a problem for the quark model). Even as the separation between quarks increases, the 
force between them never goes to zero and it is not possible to completely isolate a 
4 ~ e r y ,  very roughly speaking, gluon anti-screening dominates over qq screening because there are 
more gluons than quarks. 
1 
, I 
ef-ee Annihilation 
Hadron Collisions 
I I 
Figure 1-2: Summary of cu,(Q), taken from [16]. This is not by itself a direct ex- 
perimental observable and has to be extracted by comparing experimental results 
to QCD calclllations. The type of experiment is indicated for each data-point, along 
with information on the corresponding theoretical calculation used. The uncertainties 
shown are combined experimental and theoretical uncertainties. 
single quark. Quantitatively, in the QCD string model, the interaction between quarks 
at  large distances is modelled as a linear potential V = n r ,  with the value of K z 
1 GeV/fm obtained from experiment. This model of a relativistic string connecting 
massless quarks reproduces the observed relations between angular momentum and 
mass for hadronic st at  es. 
1.2.4 Evidence for Gluons 
Deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering experiments only probe the quarks inside 
the proton (gluons, being uncharged, do not couple to  the virtual photon). However, 
if the experimental results are integrated, it is found that the quark contribution to  
the momentum of the proton is only about 50% - the remaining ~ 5 0 %  is believed to  
come from gluons. 
But the strongest evidence for the existence of gluons is considered to be obser- 
vations of three-jet events in collider experiments. A collision event produces a qtj 
pair, one of which occasionally radiates a high-energy gluon that produces a third 
jet of hadrons. The frequency of three-jet relative to  two-jet events is determined 
by the probability of gluon emission, which in turn is related to  the strong coupling 
constant as. The experimental measurements confirm the predictions of QCD. The 
angular distributions in these three-jet events also support the hypothesis that gluons 
are vector (spin- 1) bosons. 
1.2.5 Lattice QCD 
Calculations in quantum field theories are typically performed using a perturbative 
expansion in powers of the coupling constant. However, for many of the processes 
of interest in QCD the momentum scales are small, resulting in a strong coupling 
constant as > 1; the perturbation series therefore fails to converge and accurate 
predictions are not possible. The technique of lattice QCD [17, 181 has been developed 
as a tool for doing QCD calculations in this non-perturbative regime. 
The theory is formulated on a discrete lattice of space-time points. Physically 
meaningful results will be recovered in the limit as the lattice extent tends to infinity 
and the spacing goes to  zero. It is an important fact that this lattice formulation 
preserves the gauge invariance of the original theory. The space-time is converted to 
a Euclidean signature by using imaginary time (t  -+ zt); this allows the evaluation of 
path integrals using the Monte Carlo technique of 'importance sampling.' The path 
integrals can also be related to  the partition function of the system, and from this 
thermodynamic quantities such as energy density and entropy can be extracted. 
1.2.6 Chiral Symmetry in QCD 
The helicity of a particle is defined as the projection of its spin-vector along its direc- 
tion of motion: right-handed particles have a spin-vector parallel to their momentum 
vector, while for left-handed particles the two are anti-parallel. In the massless limit, 
the left-handed and right-handed components of the quark wavefunction are com- 
pletely independent of each other and the QCD Lagrangian is said to  exhibit chiral 
symmetry. 
However, the QCD vacuum does not possess chiral symmetry. Consider a qq pair 
created from the vacuum, with zero total linear and angular momentum. As shown 
in Fig. 1-3, this pair has a net chiral charge. If the quarks are light or massless, then, 
since interactions between them are strong, it is energetically favourable to create 
such pairs, so the QCD vacuum will consist of a condensate of qq pairs which breaks 
chiral symmetry. 
Figure 1-3: Illustration of how a quark-antiquark pair, created from the vacuum with 
zero total linear and angular momentum, can have a net chiral charge. 
When the Lagrangian of a theory possesses a symmetry but the vacuum state 
does not, the symmetry is said to be spontaneously broken. According to Goldstone's 
5 ' ~ h i r a l '  comes from the Greek word chier, meaning 'hand'. 
theorem (191, spontaneously broken continuous symmetries produce massless scalar 
particles called Goldstone bosons. 
Thus, for the massless limit of QCD, one would expect the existence of zero-mass 
Goldstone bosons arising from the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. In real 
QCD, however, quarks are not massless, so chiral symmetry is not a true symmetry 
of the theory. But the real quark masses (mu, m d  = 5 - 10 MeV) are actually small 
compared to the fundamental mass-scale of QCD (A = 200 MeV), so chiral symmetry 
is still an approximate symmetry of the strong interaction and this approximate 
symmetry is still spontaneously broken by the vacuum. Thus it is possible to identify 
the lightest strongly-int eract ing bosons, the pions, as pseudo- Goldstone bosons. 
1.3 The QCD Phase Diagram 
The nature of the strong interaction leads to a rich array of possible phases of QCD 
matter [ZO], as illustrated by the phase diagram, Fig. 1-4. The four main phases 
are the nucleus, hadron gas, color superconductor and quark-gluon plasma. The two 
variables used to  describe the phases are the temperature T and the baryon chemical 
potential p ~ ,  defined as the change in energy of the system when one baryon is added. 
It should be noted that this phase diagram is for three-flavour QCD: u,d and s. 
The masses of the charm, bottom and top quarks (see Table 1.1) are too large for 
them to play a role here. The masses of up, down and strange quarks are taken to 
be mu = 5 MeV, m d  = 10 MeV and m, = 100 MeV. 
1.3.1 The Nucleus and Hadron Gas phases 
The most familiar phase of strongly-interacting matter is the nucleus. This is a 
low temperature phase. It is an empirical fact that the nuclear density remains 
approximately constant, so when a nucleon (mass r n ~  - 940 MeV) is added to a 
nucleus, the change in energy of the system is: 
A E = m N -  Binding Energy = 940MeV 
Quak-Gluon Plasma 
Color Super;eanductor 
Figure 1-4: Schematic representation of the phase diagram of Quantum Chromody- 
namics. The vertical axis is the temperature of the system, the horizontal axis is p ~ ,  
the baryon chemical potential. 
Hence the nucleus is located on the phase diagram at  T = 0, p~ x 940 MeV. 
At temperatures higher than the binding energy of a nucleon (1-10 MeV), the 
nucleus dissolves into a gas of hadrons. The pion-exchange forces between colorless 
nucleons in a nucleus are analogous to  the induced-dipole Van der Waals forces be- 
tween electrically-neutral molecules, so a liquid-gas phase transition is expected for 
nuclei. However, this question has not yet been resolved experimentally [2 1, 221. 
1.3.2 Color Superconductivity 
At low temperature and high baryon density, the inter-particle spacing is small, and 
hence, by asymptotic freedom, the interactions are weak. Quarks are no longer bound 
in hadrons but instead form Fermi seas. As in solid-state physics, the energy of the 
ground state can be lowered by the formation of Cooper pairs, if there exists any 
attractive interaction between the fermions which would allow them to  form bosonic 
'quasi-particle' states? In QCD, there are attractive interactions between pairs of 
'Note that only quarks near the top of the Fermi surface are affected by the formation of Cooper 
pairs. Quarks in the bulk of the Fermi sea are 'Pauli-blocked': all accessible states are already filled, 
so by the Exclusion Principle, there can be no interactions between these quarks. 
quarks, as can be seen for instance by single-gluon exchange diagrams, which results 
in the formation of a condensate of diquark Cooper pairs. These diquarks7 cannot be 
color-singlets and this gives rise to color superconductivity [25]. 
At temperatures greater than the strength of the diquark interaction, the diquark 
condensates melt and the system enters the Quark-Gluon Plasma phase. This is esti- 
mated to  occur at  around T = 50 MeV. It is interesting t o  note that this temperature 
is much higher, even in relative terms, than in solid-state superconductors. This is 
because the Cooper pairing mechanism in color superconductors comes from the pri- 
mary (color) interaction, while in solid-state superconductors it is a secondary effect, 
arising from electron spin-pairing mediated by the atomic lattice. 
At large enough baryon density that p~ >> m,, the strange quark mass can be ne- 
glected and S U  (3) flavour symmetry is approximately restored. The most favourable 
diquark pairing is then one which is invariant only under simultaneous transforma- 
tions in both SU(3) color and flavour. In a sense, color and flavour become 'locked' 
together and this phase is described as Color-Flavour Locked (CFL) matter [26]. 
At intermediate p ~ ,  the non-zero strange quark mass must be taken into account 
and this complication renders the phases in this region much harder to analyse: pos- 
sibilities include a crystalline color superconductor [27, 281 or a 'gapless' CFL phase 
[29] . 
Although chances of creating a color superconductor in the laboratory remain 
slim (how does one compress matter beyond nuclear density?), it may be possible to 
observe this phase in astrophysical systems. Gravitational collapse of massive stars 
c,an overcome the strong interaction to create a super-dense state. While no such 
'quark star' has yet been conclusively discovered, the search is ongoing and many 
phenomenological studies are being done to identify potential observable effects that 
would indicat'e the presence of a color-superconducting state in the star's core - see 
1301 for a review. 
7This concept of correlated diquarks is now thought to exist not only in color superconductors but 
in hadrons in general a t  low temperatures, and has been recently used in analysis of the newly-seen 
exotic pentaquark states [23] and in other aspects of hadron phenomenology [24]. 
1.3.3 The Quark-Gluon Plasma 
At high temperatures, the interactions that bind quarks into hadrons can be overcome, 
and the ground state of the system will be a soup of deconfined quarks and gluons 
called the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). 
This phase transition is expected from first principles, and is supported by lattice 
QCD studies. An example of this is shown in Figure 1-5. The quantity e/T4 counts 
the number of degrees of freedom in a thermodynamic system: above the critical 
temperature Tc, we see a sharp rise followed by a plateau, indicating the system 
becomes deconfined. The value of this critical temperature is believed to be Tc x 
170 MeV (see e.g. [31]). 
Figure 1-5: Illustration of transition from hadronic to  QGP state, from lattice QCD 
calculations. The quantity &/T4 counts the number of degrees of freedom in a sys- 
tem; a sharp rise is seen as the system temperature crosses the critical temperatute 
T,. E ~ ~ / T ~  represents the set fan-Boltzmann limit of a non-interacting system. Con- 
figurations with different numbers/masses of quark flavours are shown. This figure is 
taken from [32]. 
Another important phase transition associated with high-temperature QCD is the 
restoration of chiral symmetry [33]. This process is illustrated in Figure 1-6, in analogy 
with the ferromagnetic transition in a metal. As discussed in Section 1.2.6, the QCD 
vacuum spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry. The expectation value (qq) # 0 
and for all quark-antiquark pairs is oriented in the same direction in flavour space 
(represented by the arrows in the figure), analogous to spin-ordering in metals at  
zero temperature. As the temperature increases so does the disorder, until a critical 
temperature is reached where there is no longer any preferred direction and thus the 
expectation value (qq)  = 0, meaning chiral symmetry is restored (the metal analogy is 
the disappearance of ferromagnetism for temperatures above the Curie temperature). 
No fundamental reason is known why the deconfinement and chiral symmetry 
restoration transitions should occur at  the same temperature, but lattice results ap- 
pear to indicate that  they do: this issue is still under investigation [34, 351. 
The nature of the phase transition has been the focus of much theoretical anal- 
ysis (see [36] for a review of the arguments, for both the deconfinement and chiral 
symmetry restoration transitions). The consensus view, supported by lattice QCD 
results, is that the transition is first-order, changing to a smooth cross-over at  the 
critical end-point E. 
This critical-point should have clear phenomenological signatures, such as en- 
hanced fluctuations of thermodynamic variables. No such signature has yet been 
conclusively observed, but there are suggestive preliminary experimental measure- 
ments [37] at  a p~ in rough agreement with the location of the critical-point estimated 
from lattice QCD studies [31]. 
1.4 Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions 
The most effective method for probing the high temperature regions of the QCD 
phase diagram and potentially creating a quark-gluon plasma is to collide large nuclei 
at  relativistic energies. 
Fixed target experiments at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at  
Brookhaven National Laboratory and CERN's Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) have 
Figure 1-6: Illustration of the restoration of chiral symmetry to the QCD vacuum at  
a critical temperature T,. The temperatures of the three panels, from left to  right, 
are: T = 0; T # 0 and T = T,. 
studied collision systems from light ions up to  Au+Au and Pb+Pb at  a range of beam 
energies from 2 t o  158 GeV per nucleon. The collider era for heavy-ion physics be- 
gan with the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) at  Brookhaven in 2000. RHIC 
has provided Au+Au, d+Au and Cu+Cu collisions at  centre-of-mass energies from 
19.6 t o  200 GeV per nucleon pair. In 2008, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at  
CERN is expected to raise the energy regime even further by colliding Pb+Pb at  
JGSNN = 5.5 TeV. 
Overviews of the experimental results and theoretical work in the field of heavy-ion 
physics can be found in the proceedings of the 'Quark Matter' series of international 
conferences on ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions [38, 39, 401. The four RHIC 
experimental collaborations have also each recently released a 'white paper' summa- 
rizing their observations (41, 42, 43, 441. 
Even if a QGP is created in a heavy-ion collision, it can only be a short-lived phase 
and the system will have hadronized once more before it can be directly detected; 
this makes inferring its creation difficult. 
A wide variety of experimental observables have been studied, such as charged 
particle multiplicity, azimuthal asymmetry, transverse momentum distributions and 
jet correlations. Many of the results were unexpected and no unambiguous QGP 
signatures have been seen, but there are strong indications that the system possesses 
an energy density above the critical value suggested by lattice QCD and that there 
are interactions between the produced particles, leading to the establishment of ther- 
modynamic equilibrium. There are also signs that the system may exhibit color 
deconfinement . 
1.4.1 Kinematic Variables 
In high-energy physics, it is customary t o  parametrise the longitudinal axis in terms 
of rapidity (y). For a Lorentz transformation along the z-axis with boost parameter 
pz, rapidity is defined by: 
,Oz = tanh y (1.7) 
and it is a convenient variable because it is additive under Lorentz boosts. In this 
sense, rapidity in relativistic mechanics is analogous to  velocity in non-relativistic 
mechanics, since velocity is additive under Galilean transformations. 
For a particle with energy E and longitudinal momentum p,, the rapidity can be 
written as: 
In the high-energy limit where the particle mass is small compared to  its momentum, 
rapidity can be approximated by pseudorapidity (17)) which is defined in terms of the 
polar angle 6' as: 
I, = - ln[tan(6'/2)] (1.9) 
Note that for a particle travelling precisely along the z-axis, the pseudorapidity is 
infinite while the rapidity is always finite. 
For a particle of rest mass mo, the momentum transverse to the collision axis, 
p ~ ,  can be used to define a transverse mass r n ~  = Jmg + p$. These give rise to  the 
following useful relations: 
E = mT cosh y (1.10) 
where p is the total momentum of the particle (E2 = mi + p2) .  
1.4.2 Impact Parameter and Collision Centrality 
Figure 1-7: Illustration of the impact parameter b in a heavy-ion collision. The cross- 
hatched regions denote the participant nucleons; the remainder are spectators. The 
nuclei are Lorentz-contracted by a factor of y. 
As illustrated in Figure 1-7, collisions of heavy-ions possess an impact parameter 
which defines the centrality of the collision. At these relativistic collision energies, 
only nucleons in the overlap region will be involved in the interaction: these are called 
particzpants and the rest are spectators. 
The number of participating nucleons NpaTt is an important way of characterizing a 
heavy-ion collision: many observables vary with the collision centrality and knowledge 
of this gives insights into the underlying dynamics. It is also useful to know the 
number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll. 
NPart and NcOl1 are calculated from a Glauber model of the collision [45, 461. In this 
picture, a nucleus-nucleus collision is treated as a superposition of individual nucleon- 
nucleon collisions, using the free nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross-section obtained from 
pp scattering data. The mass density distribution of the nucleus is assumed to  follow 
the Woods-Saxon form of a smoothed square well. Within this framework, Monte 
Carlo simulations, such as that implemented in the 'event generator' HIJING (Heavy 
Ion Jet Interaction Generator) 1471 are a natural way to  calculate N,,,, and NcOi1 for 
a heavy-ion collision with a given impact parameter. 
Scaling with NPart is expected to dominate for 'soft' (low-pT) particle production, 
according to the superbly-named wounded nucleon model [48], where a nucleon which 
has interacted once is assumed to be unable to interact again. 
An alternative picture is to regard a nucleus-nucleus collision as an independent 
superposition of individual nucleon-nucleon collisions. If this were the case, then 
heavy-ion observables would be expected to scale with hZ1. Direct photon produc- 
t ion, for example, has been found to exhibit Nc,ll-scaling [49]. 
1.4.3 Particle Multiplicity in Heavy-Ion Collisions 
The simplest measurement that can be made for a heavy-ion collision is to count the 
number of particles which are emitted. 
The PHOBOS collaboration has measured the distribution of charged particles 
along the longitudinal axis in Au+Au collisions at centre-of-mass energies of 19.6, 
130 and 200 GeV per nucleon (501. These results are displayed in Figure 1-8. The 
total number of charged particles emitted for the most central collisions at each energy 
are summarised in Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2: Total number of charged particles produced by central Au+Au collisions 
at  different energies, as determined by the PHOBOS experiment. 
Estimating the Energy Density 
The energy density of the system formed in a heavy-ion collision can be estimated 
from the measured particle multiplicity. A common approach follows that of Bjorken 
[51], which focuses on the mid-rapidity region and presumes that particle production 
as a function of rapidity exhibits a Lorentz-invariant 'central plateau' structure. 
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Figure 1-8: Charged particle pseudorapidity distributions in Au+Au collisions at 
centre-of-mass energies of 19.6, 130 and 200 GeV, measured by the PHOBOS collab- 
oration. At each energy, results are shown for collisions with different mean impact 
parameters. 
The colliding system is hypothesized to  reach thermal equilibrium in a time of 
about 1 fm/c and thereafter follow a hydrodynamic longitudinal expansion. The 
transverse dimension of the system is taken to  be the size of the original nuclei. With 
a mean energy per particle of (E) - 0.5 GeV, the PHOBOS multiplicity results for 
central Au+Au collisions a t  d G  = 200 GeV indicate an energy density of roughly 
5 GeV/fm3. Although not a rigorous calculation, this estimate is significantly greater 
than the threshold energy density for creating a quark-gluon plasma expected from 
lattice QCD studies, which is E - 1 GeV/fm3. 
1.4.4 Azimuthal Anisotropy and Interactions 
Figure 1-9: Transverse slice-view of a collision with non-zero impact parameter, show- 
ing the initial azimuthal asymmetry of the system. 
Figure 1-9 shows the view along the longitudinal axis of a heavy-ion collision with 
non-zero impact parameter. The initial state of the colliding system clearly displays 
a high degree of azimuthal anisotropy. However, if each point in this system simply 
acts as an independent source of particle production, with no interactions between 
the particles, then the observed azimuthal particle distribution would be perfectly 
symmetric - the collective effects of inter act ions are required to translate the initial 
state asymmetry into final state asymmetry. 
Therefore, experimental measurements such as [52] which demonstrate a signifi- 
cant azimut ha1 anisotropy in the final state are clear indicators that the system formed 
in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is a highly-interacting one. 
1.4.5 Thermal Models of Heavy-Ion Collisions 
If the system is highly-interacting, it is feasible that it could reach thermal equilib- 
rium, at which point it can be characterised by macroscopic thermodynamic quantities 
such as temperature, pressure and chemical potentials. Particle populations will then 
follow a ~tat~istical distribution, with the number density ni of species i being given 
by: 
where gi is the spin-degeneracy, gi = 25, + 1 for a particle with spin Ji 
Ei = Jp2  + m: is the energy of a particle with momentum p and mass mi 
Xj is the extensive variable for species i appropriate for the chemical potential p j  
T is the temperature of the ensemble 
and f 1 is the quantum mechanical contribution for ensembles of identical particles: 
+I for fermions and -1 for bosons. 
Only hadrons constructed from u, d or s quarks are typically considered in thermal 
models. Therefore, there are three chemical potentials: p,, pd and p,; alternatively, 
the same information can be expressed in different degrees of freedom, using the 
three conserved quantities of charge Q, strangeness S and baryon number B. Thus 
Cj pjXj = pQQi + p ~ S i  +~ B B C  
Thermal models (see [53] for a recent review) typically have p~ and T as free 
parameters - the rest are constrained by conservation laws. The fitted models have 
'been found to give a good description of a multitude of measured particle yields. 
Since they allow a determination of (pB,T), thermal models can be used to esti- 
mate the location on the QCD phase diagram of the system formed in a heavy-ion 
collision. For example, experiment a1 measurements of antipart icle-t o-particle ratios 
by the PHOBOS collaboration ([54]) have been used in conjunction with a thermal 
model ([55]) to estimate that central Au+Au collisions at JG =200 GeV produce 
a system witlh a temperature of T - 170 MeV and a baryochemical potential of 
p~ - 25 MeV. Thus collisions at  RHIC are seen to  be approaching the baryon-free 
regime (pg = 0) where lattice QCD calculations are expected to  be reliable and may 
be able to be directly compared to  experimental results. 
Thermal models for heavy-ion collisions at  the SPS also have a strangeness sup- 
pression factor y,, which is needed t o  accurately describe the yields of strange par- 
ticles. There is a factor of y, for each strange quark in the hadron. The common 
explanation for this suppression factor is that strange quarks, having a higher mass 
than u or d, are not fully equilibrated. At RHIC energies, however, this factor has 
been found to  be unnecessary (or equivalently, y, = 1); this is attributed to the higher 
collision energy being sufficient to  produce a complete equilibrium of all three quark 
flavours. 
It should be noted, however, that a statistical description of particle yields has 
also been found to work well for elementary e+e- collisions ([56]) where thermal 
equilibrium is not expected to be established. An interpretation of this unexpected 
success is that the process of hadronisation might statistically populate the available 
phase space. Thus, the agreement of the observed particle yields with the predictions 
of a thermal model for heavy-ion collisions is a necessary but not sufficient condition 
for demonstrating thermal equilibrium in the complex system formed by the collision. 
1.4.6 Baryon Stopping 
The energy available for particle production, and hence the subsequent evolution of 
system formed in a heavy-ion collision, is determined by the energy loss of initial 
nuclei, referred to as baryon stopping. 
A phenomenological approach based on data from proton-nucleus collisions with 
100 GeV projectiles on a variety of targets ((571) has been used to  estimate that in 
central collisions with a heavy-ion, the average rapidity loss of a projectile nucleon is 
on the order of 2 units. Studies of net-baryon rapidity distributions for central Au+Au 
collisions at  JG = 200 GeV have measured a similar mean rapidity loss [58], 
implying that around 75% of the collision energy is available for particle production. 
The primary candidate mechanism which could explain such a large degree of 
Figure 1-10: Transverse momentum distributions of non-identified charged hadrons 
from Au+Au collisions a t  JG = 200 GeV. 
baryon transport from beam rapidity proposes that baryon number is carried not 
by valence quarks but instead by gluon junctions [59]. In this model, a baryon is 
pictured as three valence quarks linked by gluon strings which join at  a central 'Y' 
junction, and it is this junction which traces baryon number. In a high energy heavy- 
ion or nucleon-nucleon collision, this gluon configuration is believed to be more easily 
transported from beam rapidity than valence quarks, which tend to pass through and 
populate the fragment ation regions. 
1.4.7 Transverse Momentum Distributions 
A strong indication that the system formed in Au+Au collisions at RHIC energies is 
deconfined comes from the measurement of the transverse momentum p~ distributions 
of charged hadrons [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 651. The spectra measured by PHOBOS at 
JG = 200 GeV are shown in Figure 1-10. At high p ~ ,  the particle yields were 
found to be strongly suppressed relative to the expectation based on measured p+p 
spectra scaled by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, NWl1. 
The standard explanation for this is that the heavy-ion collision produces a dense 
partonic medium, where high-pT partons undergo significant energy loss through 
gluon radiation and emerge as hadrons with a much lower transverse momentum. 
Thus the high-pT hadron yields are suppressed. This is known as 'jet-quenching.' 
Calculations can be done in a perturbative QCD framework where the treatment of 
individual part on-part on scattering events (with large enough momentum transfers 
that a, < 1) is combined with initial parton distribution functions and 'fragmentation 
functions,' obtained from e+e- collision data, that describe the production of final- 
state hadrons from the scattered partons. This approach is reviewed in, for example, 
[66]. The free parameter in such theories is the gluon density of the medium, and 
fitting to the experimental data gave values for this density that strongly indicate a 
color-deconfined system. 
An alternative explanation for the high-pT suppression attributed it to an initial 
state effect, the Color Glass Condensate8 (CGC) [67]. In this semi-classical approach 
i;o QCD at high density, low-momentum gluons are not independent but instead 
fuse toget her, creating a coherent system defined by a dimensional parameter, the 
saturation scale. This picture was successful in explaining many features of the bulk 
particle production in Au+Au collisions [68]. 
To distinguish between these two scenarios, RHIC collided d+Au ions, with the 
motivation that an initial state effect such as the CGC should still be present in 
tl+Au, but there should be no dense partonic final state formed, and thus no parton 
8Some theorists have argued that the Color Glass Condensate should not properly be called a 
'condensate', because no symmetries are broken - I'm not going to  get into that. 
energy loss. The experimental results [69, 70, 71, 721 were clearly in favour of the 
jet-quenching scenario, as no high-pT suppression was observed in d+Au  collision^.^ 
1.4.8 The Proton/Pion Puzzle 
Measurements from the PHENIX collaboration of identified particle transverse mo- 
mentum distributions at  200 GeV Au+Au collisions [74] produced a surprise: at  
intermediate p~ (2 < p~ < 4 GeV/c) in central collisions, the proton yield was found 
to  be comparable to  the pion yield. This is illustrated in Figure 1-11. 
This proton/pion ratio is much larger than in proton-proton collisions, and the 
result has been referred to  as the 'baryon anomaly.' 
By considering the centrality dependence of proton and pion p~ spectra separately 
(Figure 1-12), it is seen that the large proton/pion ratio at  intermediate p~ arises 
because the pion yields are strongly suppressed as described in the previous section, 
while protons are consistent with Nc,ll-scaling in this p r  range. 
Preliminary results from the PHOBOS collaboration [75] on identified particle 
p~ spectra in d+Au collisions at  the same energy showed no signs of a similar en- 
hancement in proton yields, indicating that the large proton/pion ratio observed in 
Au+Au collisions at  200 GeV is most likely not an initial state effect due to having 
a nuclear target, but rather a final-state effect that arises from the dense partonic 
system formed in these high-energy heavy-ion collisions. 
Two physical scenarios have been proposed to explain this baryon enhancement 
.in Au+Au collisions. 
The first [76] combines the gluon junction mechanism for baryon stopping (de- 
scribed in Section 1.4.6) with jet-quenching (see Section 1.4.7). The gluon junction 
mechanism allows for signficant baryon and antibaryon yields at  mid-rapidity; the 
suppression of pion production due to parton radiative energy loss in the dense decon- 
fined medium then enhances the relative ratio of protons and antiprotons to charged 
hadrons. This model predicts that the baryon enhancement should be limited to 
' ~ t  has beer1 proposed, however, that the CGC is still an influence on particle production at 
forward rapidities in d+Au collisions [73]. 
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Figure 1-11: Proton/pion ratio as a function of p~ for a variety of collision systems. 
This figure is taken from [74]. 
p~ < 6 GeV/c, after which the relative yields of protons to charged hadrons should 
be similar to those in p+p collisions. 
The second scenario involves parton coalescence or recombination as the dominant 
source of hadron production at  intermediate p~ [77, 78, 791. In the standard perturba- 
tive QCD picture of a high-energy collision, hadrons are produced from partons after 
interaction by a process called 'fragmentation,' where the part on radiates gluons until 
enough qq pairs are formed that hadronisation can occur. This is the only possible 
hadronisation process available to partons in a vacuum. In a dense partonic system, 
'however, there may already be enough quarks around that hadronisation can simply 
occur by a process of quark coalescence. It has been shown that for a thermalised, ex- 
ponential parton p~ spectrum, recombination is more effective than fragmentation at  
producing intermediate p~ hadrons. Recombination also enhances the baryon/meson 
ratio at intermediate p ~ .  Consider a simple example of a baryon and a meson at the 
same p~ = 3.0 GeV/c: in a recombination picture, the baryon would have come from 
three quarks with (pT) = 1.0 GeV/c, which, for a steeply-falling pT-spectrum, are 
Figure 1-12: Ratio of central to peripheral p ~  spectra for protons and pions from 
200 GeV Au+Au collisions. This figure is taken from (741. 
more numerous than the ( p T )  = 1.5 GeV/c partons that would comprise the meson. 
1.4.9 Goal of this Thesis 
This thesis presents the first results on identified particle transverse momentum dis- 
tributions from Au+Au collisions at  a new collision energy of JsNN = 62.4 GeV. We 
will use these spectra to investigate how the relative behaviour of protons and pions 
at  intermediate p ~  evolves with collision energy. This will provide important data for 
helping to understand the processes which govern particle production in the complex 
system formed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 

Chapter 2 
The PHOBOS Experiment at 
RHIC 
The Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) at  Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY, 
is a machine for colliding nuclei at  the highest centre-of-mass energies ever achieved 
in a laboratory, in the hope of creating and studying the quark-gluon plasma. 
PHOBOS is one of four experiments at RHIC. The experiment is named after the 
larger moon of the planet Mars1. The choice of name reflects the historical origin 
of the experiment as the off-shoot of an earlier proposed experiment named MARS 
(Modular Array RHIC Spectrometer). 
The main mission of PHOBOS is to provide a global characterisation of the heavy- 
ion collisions, with about 1% of the particles undergoing more detailed analysis in the 
magnetic spectrometer and Time-of-Flight system. 
2.1 The Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider 
Construction of the RHIC facility [80] was completed in 1999; first collisions were 
obtained on 12 June 2000, and the design goal of collisions at a beam energy of 
100 GeV per nucleon was achieved on 18 July 2001. 
'Phobos, the moon of Mars, takes its name from a blend of Greek and Roman mythology: Phobos 
was the Greek god of fear and was a son of the War-God Ares, whom the Romans named Mars. 
Figure 2- 1 : The Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (R.HIC) acceleration complex. 
Figure 2-1 shows the components of the accelerator complex. RHIC heavy-ion 
collisions begin with the production of gold ions by a pulsed sputter source at the 
Tandem Van der Gra,aff machine. Negative ions fornled by electron capture are ac- 
celerated to tjhe high voltage terminal of the Van der Graaff, where a metal foil is 
used to partially strip them of some electrons; the now positively-charged ions are 
then accelerated back again in the second stage of the Tandem. reaching an energy of 
1 MeV per nucleon. The ions undergo further foil-stripping on exit from the Tandem 
and the charge-state +32 is picked by magnetic selection and sent to the Booster 
synchrotron which accelerates it to 95 MeV per nucleon. 
From the Booster. ions are stripped to +77 and injected into the Alternating 
Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). They are accelerated to  10.8 GeV per nucleon at  this 
stage. and upon exit ale fully stripped to +79. The AGS-to-RHIC transfer line (ATR) 
carries these ions to the RHIC ring for final acceleration. 
RHIC coiisists of two cluasi-circular concentric accelerator rings. with a circum- 
ference of 3.8 km. It is built from six arc sections and six straight sections for beam 
insertion or interaction. The bending magnets in the arc sections are s~lperconducting 
dipole magnets with a field strength of 3.458 T and a bending radius of 243 m. The 
operating temperature is ~4.5 K and they run at  a current of 5050 A. Quadrupole 
magnets are used to  focus the beams. 
Typically, around sixty ion bunches are present in the rings simultaneously. Some 
gaps are left in the bunch pattern to allow for controlled beam dumps. A 200 MHz RF 
is used to 'rebucket' the beams after acceleration - this produces a longitudinal beam 
size of a~ z 25 cm. The bucket size is much smaller than the separation between 
bunches, so there are many empty buckets and a crossing clock is used to indicate 
the times when full buckets should be interacting at  the collision sites. 
The collision event rate at  a collider is given by: 
where f is the frequency of bunch collisions, nl and nz are the number of ions in 
the colliding bunches, aint is the interaction cross-section, and a, and oy measure the 
transverse beam profile. 
At RHIC, bunches collide every few hundred nanoseconds, each bunch has the 
order of lo9 ions and the beam size is in the millimetre range. For nuclei, aint r;: 1- 10 
barns m2). The result is a collision rate on the order of tens of kHz. 
RHIC also has the capability to  collide polarized proton beams for spin physics 
studies [81]. Protons are generated at  the 200 MeV Linac (Linear Accelerator). The 
use of spin rotators and complicated spin-flipping magnet structures called 'Siberian 
Snakes' allows RHIC to minimise the effect of depolarizing resonances and operate at  
by far the highest energies achieved for polarized proton beams. 
2.2 Overview of the PHOBOS Detector 
The PHOBOS experiment [82] is sited at  the ten o'clock position on the RHIC ring. 
A diagram of the complete PHOBOS detector in 2003 is shown in Figure 2-2. 
PHOBOS is comprised of four main sets of sub-detectors: the multiplicity array, 
Figure 2-2: The complete PHOBOS Detector in 2003. 
consisting of Octagon and Ring silicon detectors; the vertex detector; the silicon Spec- 
trometer and part icle-identification system, including the Time-of-Flight walls; and 
the trigger system, which consists of the Paddle Counters, Zero-Degree Calorimeters, 
and Spectrometer Trigger. There is also a forward proton calorimeter (PCAL), and 
for the 2004 run an additional calorimeter, the Spectrometer Calorimeter (not shown 
in Figure 2-2) was also installed. 
2.2.1 PHOBOS Beam-pipe and Coordinate System 
The beam-pipe in the PHOBOS interaction region is constructed from Beryllium; the 
low-Z material helps keep multiple scattering of primary particles and the production 
of secondary particles to a minimum. The Be beam-pipe is 12 m long, in 3 sections 
of 4 m, with a diameter of 76 mm and a wall thickness of approximately 1 mm. 
The z-axis of the PHOBOS coordinate system is chosen to be the beam-line, 
with the positive direction defined as the direction of clockwise circulation. It is also 
desirable to have the positive y-axis correspond to 'up' in physical space. But with 
these two choices made, in order to have a right-handed coordinate system, the x-axis 
must defined in an unusual way: when one looks down on a plan of the PHOBOS 
detector, the positive x-axis is on the left-hand side. Hence the TOF walls are at  
negative x, for example. 
It is very important to  accurately know the positions of all detectors in the PHO- 
BOS experiment. Individual silicon modules were surveyed on a survey-station with a 
precision of 10 ,urn and the position of the modules relative to their mounting frames 
is known to  1.00 pm. The optical survey of the detectors in their final positions within 
the PHOBOS interaction region has a precision of 100 pm. 
2.3 Silicon Sensor Technology in PHOBOS 
The PHOBOS multiplicity array, vertex detector and spectrometer are all constructed 
from silicon pixel detectors. These provide good energy resolution and high-precision 
position determination for measurements involving charged particles. 
2.3.1 Principles of Silicon Detectors 
Semiconductors such as silicon or germanium are materials which have a small (of 
order 1 eV) energy gap between the valence electron band and the conduction band. 
This gap is called the forbidden band. With a small gap, electrons are easily excited 
into the conduction band, leaving behind a 'hole' in the valence band. Under the 
influence of an external electric field, both electrons and holes can move (although 
electrons have more mobility), generating an electric current. Pure semiconductors 
are 'doped' by adding impurities. If the impurity has more valence electrons than Si 
or Ge (which have four), then it acts as an electron donor and increases the number 
of electrons relative to holes. The semiconductor is then said to  be n-type, because 
the dominant charge carrier is negative. On the other hand, if the impurity has less 
valence electrons, this produces more holes and the semiconductor is called p-type. 
Silicon charged-particle detectors make use of the special properties that arise 
when a p-type and an n-type semiconductor form a pn-junction2. Electrons from 
the n-type material will initially diffuse into the p-type and recombine with the holes 
there (and vice verse for holes from the p-type) . The result is a 'depletion zone' where 
there are no mobile charge carriers. The size of this depletion zone can be greatly 
increased by reverse-biasing the junction (applying a positive voltage to the n-type 
and a negative voltage to  the p-type). 
This depletion zone is the sensitive volume of a silicon detector: when charged- 
particles pass through it, they produce electron-hole pairs which then get swept out 
to  the electrodes at either side. Since it takes less energy to produce electron-hole 
pairs in a senliconductor than it does t o  ionize a gas, silicon detectors produce a larger 
number of charged signal-carriers than a gas-ionization detector and thus have better 
energy resolution. 
There should in principle be no current across a pn-junction, even when biased, 
but in practice, a variety of factors such as contamination, etc ... contribute to a 
small, fluctuating current called the 'leakage current'. It is desirable to minimise this 
2A pn-junction cannot be formed by just pressing the two materials together; special fabrication 
t,echniques are needed to produce the correct contact. 
current, since it contributes to  signal noise and can indicate an unhealthy sensor. 
A drawback of silicon detectors for high-energy physics is that excessive radiation 
can cause structural defects in the lattice, which create discrete energy levels in the 
forbidden band that can trap and reduce the number of charge carriers. Radiation 
damage also typically produces a rise in the leakage current. Radiation levels in the 
experiment and the health of the Si detectors need t o  be carefully and constantly 
monitored. 
2.3.2 Design of PHOBOS Silicon Sensors 
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Figure 2-3: Schematic diagram of design of silicon pixel detector used in PHOBOS. 
A cross-section of one pad of a PHOBOS silicon sensor [83,84] is shown in Figure 2- 
3. The substrate is a 300 pm-thick n-type wafer, with a heavily-doped p+ implant 
to create the pn-junction. A guard ring surrounds the active area. Bias is applied 
through a 5 MO polysilicon resistor; approximately 70 V is required to fully deplete 
the sensor. 
These sensors use an AC-coupling design, where the charge collected at  the p+ 
implant is coupled to the output via a capacitor. This capacitor is formed from the 
rectangular p+ implants and the first metal layer, separated by an oxide-nitride-oxide 
(ONO) insulating layer that is 0.2 pm thick. The signal from each pixel in the sensor 
is carried away by the second metal trace-lines, which are all routed along the face 
of the sensor to a common destination: the bonding pad where the read-out chip is 
attached. A further O N 0  layer of 1.2 pm thickness isolates the trace-lines from the 
first metal layer (except a t  the single connection point), to  minimise signal noise. 
The silicon sensors went through extensive tests before being incorporated into 
the PHOBOS experiment. To find the depletion voltage, the capacitance was mea- 
sured versus the applied bias, and only sensors with a depletion voltage 570  V were 
accepted. The leakage current was also measured as a function of the applied bias: 
Spectrometer and vertex sensors were required to  have < 5pA at the depletion volt- 
age, while multiplicity array sensors had a less stringent criterion of < 10pA. The 
presence of short circuits due to  pinhole connections between the two metal layers 
was tested for, and the capacitance of each channel was also checked and compared t o  
a template, because anomalous capacitance readings also indicate a broken channel. 
Only sensors with less than 5% non-functioning channels were considered acceptable. 
Modules are built comprising one or more sensors. The sensors are physically 
supported by circuit-boards called hybrids, which also carry the read-out chips and 
associated circuitry for supplying power, etc.. . Photographs of the PHOBOS silicon 
detector modules are shown in Figure 2-4. The modules are then mounted on their 
frames and installed in the PHOBOS experiment. 
2.3.3 Silicon Sensor Read-out System 
The silicon read-out chips are commercially available and designed specifically for this 
purpose. Each chip has 64 or 128 channels and a large dynamic range for integrating 
the charge collected from the silicon pads. Sampling of the silicon signals is timed 
carefully relative to  the event trigger in order t o  capture the peak of the signal and 
hence maximise the signal-t o-noise ratio. 
Front-End Controllers (FECs) manage the read-out chips. A fixed time after 
receiving the L1 trigger signal from the Data Acquisition (see Section 2. lo) ,  the 
silicon signals are sampled and the values held until the L2 trigger is received, at  
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Figure 2-4: Photographs of four different types of silicon sensor n~odules used in the 
PHOBOS detector. 
which point read-out of the data begins. If L2 is not received within 10 microseconds 
of L1. the FECs are cleared to  be ready for subsequent events. Each FEC has four 
ports, with each port responsible for reading out a single cletector module. The FECs 
also record illformation such as chip-bias and hybrid temperature. and this digitised 
information is appended to the event. 
Data from each FEC is sent via G-link interface to a Data YIultiplexing Unit 
(DMU) in the Data Concentrator. Data from all the DMUs are collated into serial 
streams and transmitted over optical fibres to the Data Acquisition (DAQ) in the 
PHOBOS Counting House. The Data Concentrator handles the interface to the 
DAQ: it distributes the L1 and L2 signals to the FECs. 
The silicorl read-out system is summarised in Figure 2-5. More details can be 
found in [85]. 
4 special feature of the silicon front-end electrorlics is that it must be able to 
cope with 'latchups', where ionizing radiation deposits a large amount of energy in a 
read-out chip, causing the transistors to switch on and conduct an abnormally large 
drnount of current which disables the chip. This can happen often in the environment 
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Figure 2-5: Illustration of read-out chain for PHOBOS Silicon sensors. The DAQ 
stages are described in Section 2.10. 
of high-luminosity, high-energy heavy-ion collisions. The latched-up chip needs to be 
power-cycled before returning to normal operation. A latchup protection circuit was 
designed to detect and alert for these occurrences - a global power reset can then be 
issued by the operations-monitoring personnel in the Counting House. 
2.4 PHOBOS Multiplicity Array 
The PHOBOS Multiplicity Array is a set of single-layer silicon detectors used to 
measure the number and angular distributions of charged particles. It consists of 
i3 central barrel detector called the Octagon, which covers a pseudorapidity range 
1111 < 3.2, and two sets of three Ring counters mounted around the beam-pipe which 
extend the coverage up to 1111 < 5.4. 
2.4.1 Octagon 
The octagon is 1.10 m long with a face-to-face diameter of 9 cm. It is supported 
11y an aluminum frame (Figure 2-6). Certain sections of the Octagon have not been 
instrumented, in order not to shadow the higher precision Spectrometer and Vertex 
detectors. Each Octagon sensor is 84 mm long and 36 mm wide, with the active area 
divided into 4 rows of 30 pads; each pad measures 2.71 x 8.71 mm for a total active 
area of 34.9 x 81.3 mm2. 
Figure 2-6: Left: The Octagon detector. Right: A Ring detector 
2.4.2 Rings 
Mounted on carbon-fibre frames, the Ring detectors (Figure 2-6) are located at  z = 
f1 .13,  f 2.35 and f 5.05 m. The Ring inner radius is 5 cm, the outer radius 11 cm. 
Each Ring has 8 trapezoidal sensors, consisting of 64 pads arranged into 8 rows of 
8 radial columns. The pad size is chosen so that each pad has approximately the 
same pseudorapidity coverage of Aq = 0.1 and ranges from 3.8 x 5.1 mm up to  
110.2 x 10.2 nlm. 
2.5 Vertex Detector 
The PHOBOS vertex detector consists of two pairs of silicon layers, located above 
and below the beam-pipe in the y direction. The design goal for this detector was 
to determine the location of the event vertex with a resolution of 0.2 mm for events 
which occurred within 121 5 1 0  cm. 
The 'Inner Vertex' layers are 25 cm and 4.8 cm wide, and are located at  y = 
f 5.6 cm. They consist of two modules of two sensors. The silicon pad dimensions 
are 0.473 mrn x 12 mm, in a 4 x 128 arrangement. 
The 'Outer Vertex' layers are also 25 cm long but are 9.6 cm wide and are located 
at  y = &I 1.8 cm. This time, each layer is comprised of four modules, each with two 
sensors, and the pads are 0.473 mm x 24 mm, arranged into two coulmns of 128. The 
silicon pad sizes were chosen to give good pointing resolution along z and to have low 
occupancy even in the highest multiplicity events. 
For collisions at the nominal vertex z = 0, the pseudorapidity coverage of the 
vertex detector is 1111 < 1.54 for the Inner Vertex and 171 < 0.92 for the Outer Vertex, 
while the azimuthal angle subtended by the detector is 42.7". 
Details of the vertexing procedures and resolution achieved can be found in Sec- 
tlion 3.5. 
2.6 Particle Identification in PHOBOS 
h multi-layer silicon spectrometer in a 2 T magnetic field is used to reconstruct 
the tracks of charged particles and determine their momenta. For low momentum 
particles, the spectrometer can also perform species identification. The Time-of- 
Flight walls, in conjunction with the Time-Zero detectors, provide additional particle 
identification capabilities at  higher moment um. 
2.6.1 PHOBOS Magnet 
The PHOBOS magnet is a double dipole design, with vertical fields of opposite polar- 
ity on each side of the beam-pipe. The mechanical construction of this conventional 
room-temperature magnet is shown in Figure 2-7. The gap between the poles is 
158 mm, and the magnet is fully energised at  a current of 3600 A. It has a total bend- 
ing power of = 1.5 Tm. As illustrated in Figure 2-8, the magnet is designed such that 
t,he first six Spectrometer layers sit in almost zero field, while the remaining layers are 
in a region of' approximately constant field. The maximum value is B, = 2.18 T and 
t9he B, and B, components are less than 0.05 T in this region. The field strength has 
been measured at  many points with a Hall probe and combined with software simu- 
lations of the design to produce a complete field map, from the beam-pipe through 
Figure 2-7: The PHOBOS magnet. The beam-pipe (not shown) goes through the 
centre of the structure. 
the Spectrometer region all the way out to the Time-of-Flight walls. 
2.6.2 Spectrometer 
Sensor Type 
1 
Table 2.1 : Table of Spectrometer sensors. 
4- 7 
8-15 inner 
8-11 
12-15 
The PHOBOS Spectrometer (Figure 2-9) is constructed from two arms, each con- 
taining 137 silicon sensors arranged into sixteen layers. The sensors are mounted 
on water-cooled aluminum frames, connected to  a non-conducting carbon-epoxy car- 
rier plate which minimises vibrations due to eddy currents when the magnet is being 
ramped. The Spectrometer enclosure is light- and air-tight, and the relative humidity 
is maintained below 10% by a dry nitrogen system. 
Layers 
0- 3 
4 2 . 7 ~ 3 0 . 0  
42.7x60.0 
4 2 . 7 ~ 6 0 . 0  
42 .7~60 .0  
Active Area (mm2) 
70.0 x 22.0 
Number of Pads 
70 x 22 
Pad Size(mm2) 
1 . 0 ~  1.0 
Figure 2-8: Magnetic field map showing the strength of the By component as a func- 
tion of position in the zt-plane at  y = 0. The position of the PHOBOS spectrometer 
layers are overlaid. 
The climensions of the Spectrometer in the x - r plane are shown in Fig 2-10. 
Each arm covers an azimuthal angle of A# - 0.1 radians. 
The Spectrometer is designed to have a high degree of pixelisatioll for precise 
position det)erinination in the .x - 2 plane. Five types of silicon sensors are used in 
the construction; their details are given in Table 2.1. 
The trajectories of charged particles in the Spectrometer can be reconstructed 
based on the hit positions in each layer traversed. The algorithms used to do this are 
~jiscussed in Chapter 4. The momentum resolution achieved is illustrated in Figure 4- 
'7. 
As well as simply determining the hit position. the energy deposited by charged 
particles in the silicon pixels can be used for species identification of low-momentum 
particles ( p  < 1 GeV/c). This procedure is also described in Chapter 4. 
2.6.3 Time-of-Flight Walls 
The purpose of the Time-of-Flight (TOF') detectors is to extend PHOBOS's particle 
identification capabilities to high t,ransverse momentum. There are two TOF walls: 
Figure 2-9: The PHOBOS multi-layer silicon Spectrometer 
Figure 2-10: Dimensions of the Spectrometer in the x - 2 plane. 
wall 'B' is a t  45' to  the beam-axis, 5.4 m from the origin; and wall 'C' is parallel to 
the beam-axis, a t  a distance of 3.9 m. Each wall is 1.1 m long and together they span 
;t pseudorapidity range of 0 5 7 5 1.24. 
There are 120 Bicron BC404 plastic scintillators per wall. This material provides 
good timing resolution (by virtue of its 1.8 ns decay constant) and it has a mod- 
erate attentuation length. Also, its wavelength of maximum emission is 408 nm, 
which is very close to  the peak response of fast photomultiplier tubes (420 nm). The 
scintillators are 20 cm in length with a cross-section of 8 x 8  mm. 
The scintillators are connected to Hamamatsu R5900 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) . 
Figure 2- 1 1 : Time-of-Flight wall. 
These PMTs have a segmented 2 x 2 anode and four scintillators are connected to  one 
PMT, sharing the same photocathode. Channels are not isolated so there is the possi- 
bility for cross-talk, because electrons generated by photons from one scintillator can 
drift inside the tube and be collected by the anode for a different scintillator. Bench 
tests found this cross-talk to be less than 10% for adjacent channels and negligible 
for diagonal channels. 
This PMT design also requires an unusual light-guide and mounting fixture for the 
TOF sensors. Cross-talk in the acrylic light-guides is minimised by leaving a 1 mm 
spacing between them and wrapping them in aluminum foil. 
The signal from each PMT is split in two: one output is digitised by FASTBUS 
13-bit ADC (LeCroy 1881M) to give a pulse-height reading, while the other is dis- 
criminated bv CAMAC leading-edge discriminator (LeCroy 341 2) then digitised by 
FASTBUS TDC (LeCroy 1875A) to give timing information with 25 pslchannel sen- 
sitivity. Each scintillator is read-out from the top and from the bottom. This has 
the advantage that the vertical position of the hit can be obtained using either the 
time differences (with 10 mm resolution) or the ratio of the pulse-heights (37 mm 
resolution). Furthermore, the consistency of pulse-height ratios and time differences 
from top and bottom readouts can be used to  eliminate instances of 2 hits in the 
same scint illat or, which would mess up the timing informat ion. 
The procedure for calibrating the Time-of-Flight detectors is described in Sec- 
tion 3.3. Based on bench tests, the TOF sensors are found to have an intrinsic timing 
resolution of 80 ps. 
2.6.4 Time-Zero Detectors 
The Time-Zero (TO) detectors are Cerenkov detectors, used to  provide a precise mea- 
surement of the start-time for the TOF walls. They are constructed from Bicron 
13C800 Cerenkov radiator, shaped as cylinders with radius 2.5 cm and length 3 cm 
and connected to  Hamamatsu R2083 fast PMTs, also 50 mm in diameter. Ten sen- 
sors are arranged around a circle of radius 10 cm from the beam-pipe. The TOs are 
located a t  z = f 5.2 m, but during d+Au collisions, the TO on the positive (outgoing 
deuteron) side was moved to a position of z = 2.5 m. 
The TOs are calibrated in a similar way t o  the TOF (see Section 3.3) ; their intrinsic 
time resolution has been measured to  be 110 ps. 
TO Time Equaliser 
The TO signals can provide an online measurement of the event vertex position, to 
he used as a vertex trigger. It is therefore critical that all TO counters provide a 
uniform timing response, so that the vertex trigger is not distorted depending on 
which counters fire. 
But inevitably, small differences in PMT timings, cable lengths, etc ... can cause 
variations that would have a significant effect on an online trigger. It is impractical 
to make high-precision corrections for such variations using delay cables or by fine- 
tuning the sensor positions. Instead, a custom-designed Time Equaliser (TEQ) is 
used to  align the output signals of all counters in real-time. 
There are two TEQs, one for each set of TOs. The boards slot into a CAMAC crate 
in the PHOBOS interaction region. They take the individual TO counter signals as 
inputs and produce an output signal that is used by the vertex trigger. This output is 
generated by the first input received from any TO channel - but the time between firing 
and emitting the signal is adjustable separately for each channel, so the output can be 
programmed to  be emitted uniformly, no matter which channel fired it. The necessary 
delays for each channel are determined from calibration data and are uploaded to the 
boards via the CAMAC interface. The TEQ can operate at  rates up to the MHz 
level, comfortably above the PHOBOS event rate. The TO vertex resolution achieved 
after fine-tuning the TEQ settings is roughly 3-4 cm. 
2.7 Calorimeters 
A forward proton calorimeter (PCAL) is located adjacent to  the Zero Degree Calorime- 
ters (described in Section 2.8.2). The PCAL is composed of modules of lead-scintillator 
sandwich, arranged into 12 rows and 8 columns; signals are recorded using VME 
ADCs. The PCAL is designed to study spectator and recoil protons from the heavy- 
ion collision. 
Using the same type of modules as the PCAL, a new calorimeter called the Spec- 
CAL was inst*alled for the 2004 run. The goal of the SpecCAL is to provide calorimetry 
for high-pT particle tracks reconsructed in the Spectrometer. 
2.8 PHOBOS Trigger Detectors 
The main trigger detectors for the PHOBOS experiment are the Paddle counters, the 
Zero Degree Calorimeters and the Spectrometer Trigger. There are also Cerenkov 
detectors [86], two sets of 16 Lucite radiators located around the beam-pipe at  f 5.5 m, 
but these are no longer used, having been supplanted as a vertex trigger by the TOs. 
2.8.1 Paddle Trigger Counters 
The primary event trigger for the PHOBOS detector in Au+Au running is provided by 
t,he 'Paddle Counters' [87]. These are two sets of sixteen scintillator counters located 
at + 3.21 m along the beam-axis from the nominal interaction point. They cover 
the pseudo-rapidity region 3 < 1 ~ 1  < 4.5, with the active area comprising 99% of the 
subtended solid angle. A diagram of one of these detectors is shown in Figure 2-12. 
Figure 2-12: A Paddle detector and a section of the PHOBOS beam-pipe. 
Each module consists of a tapered BC-400 plastic scintillator joined to a BC-800 
light-guide, which couples to a hybrid photomultiplier tube assembly (Hamamatsu 
H1151-2). The individual scintillators are 18.6 cm in length, 0.95 cm thick, with a 
9.5 cm long outer edge and 1.9 cm inner edge. The photomultiplier tube is surrounded 
by a 2 mm mu-metal magnetic shield. When mounted on their frame, the inner tip 
of the scintillator is 2 cm from the PHOBOS beam-pipe. 
The pulse-height signals from the photomultiplier tube are proportional to the 
energy deposited in the scint illator; the value for a Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) 
is AE = 1.7 MeV. The pulse-heights are measured by an analogue-to-digital convertor 
(ADC) and were calibrated using bench-tests with a radioactive beta-source. 
The time resolution of the paddle detectors is o~ = 1 ns, which is sufficient 
to distinguish between collision and background events at the PHOBOS interaction 
point. 
2.8.2 Zero-Degree Calorimeters 
Collisions of heavy-ions cause the evaporation of neutrons. At RHIC collision energies, 
t;hese fragmentation neutrons diverge from the beam axis by less than 2 mrad and 
;%re the dominant source of particles in this 'zero degree' region. The RHIC Zero- 
Degree Calorimeters [88] (ZDCs) are designed to detect and measure the energy of 
these spectator neutrons. The detectors are identical in all four RHIC experiments, 
to  provide a common event characterisation. They are also useful as a luminosity 
naonit or for R,HIC beam operat ions. 
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Figure 2-13: Location of the Zero Degree Calorimeters within a RHIC interaction 
region. 
As shown in Figure 2-13? the ZDCs are positioned at  &I8 m at  each of the four 
RHIC heavy-ion experiment a1 interaction regions, in the 'elbow7 behind the ' DX' 
dipole magnets, which direct the ion beams into their individual circulating rings. 
The DX magnets sweep charged particles out of the ZDC acceptance. 
The ZDCs are hadron shower calorimeters. Their location constrains the detectors 
to  be no more than 10 cm wide, and they were therefore designed to maximise the 
transverse shower containment within this radius. Tungsten alloy absorber is used, 
and the shower is sampled by Cerenkov radiation from charged shower products in 
commercial Poly-met hyl-methacrylate (PMMA) optical fibre. 
Each Zero Degree Calorimeter is composed of three modules. The length of each 
rnodule is equivalent to two nuclear absorption lengths or fifty radiation lengths (2Xr, 
SOXo). The mechanical construction of a ZDC module is shown in Figure 2-14. Tung- 
sten plates sandwich single-layer ribbons of optical fibres (diameter 0.5 mm), which 
are oriented at 45" relative to  the incident beam direction because this approximately 
coincides with the Cerenkov angle of P = 1 particles in PMMA. 
FIBER RIBBON 
Figure 2-14: Mechanical design of Zero Degree Calorimeter modules. 
2.8.3 Spectrometer Trigger 
The purpose of the Spectrometer Trigger ('SpecTrig7) is to  enhance the yield of high 
transverse momentum particles for particle identification in the Time-of-Flight. It is 
designed for use in the low-multiplicity environments of d+Au and pfp  collisions. The 
operating principle of the SpecTrig is that hit positions in the segmented scintillator 
detectors, in combination with the known event vertex, can be used to identify and 
trigger on the straight-line trajectories that correspond t o  high-momentum particles 
traversing the Spectrometer and hitting the Time-Of-Flight detector. 
The SpecTrig consists of two walls, labelled 'B' and 'C'. Each wall comprises 10 
scintillators and is 73 cm long. The location of the SpecTkig walls are chosen so that 
they cover the solid angle subtended by the Time-of-Flight detector. Wall C is at 
90°, 1.6 m from the origin, and wall B is at  45' and a distance of 2 m. 
The SpecTrig sensors are made from BC-408 plastic scintillator and are l l c m  
long, 7.24 cm wide and 0.5cm thick. They connect to  a trapezoidal light-guide which 
tapers down to a width of 4.4cm over a distance of 15cm; optical cement glues this 
to a PMT. The PMT is encased in a double-layer magnetic shield. The scintillators 
are wrapped in foil and the whole arrangement wrapped in black tape to  eliminate 
light leaks that would contribute to noise. The sensors are mounted on an aluminum 
frame which bolts to  the PHOBOS magnet structure - the design therefore had to 
account for compression of the structure when the magnet is energised. 
Stability of the detector is checked using a monitoring unit mounted for each wall. 
Light from a blue LED is transmitted directly into each PMT via fibre-optic cables. 
This allows constant monitoring of the tubes, checking for malfunctions, drifts in 
gain, etc.. The LED is driven by an electronic pulser circuit. To ensure no 'false 
alarms' caused by an LED failure, a photo-diode is also installed to  monitor the LED 
light output itself. 
The pulse height of the SpecTrig signals are recorded by VME ADCs and the 
timing measured by VME TDCs, after the signal passes through a discriminator. 
The discriminated signal is also used as part of the trigger, indicating whether each 
sensor has recorded a 'hit'. 
For trigger purposes, the 120 sensors in each TOF wall (which, as described in 
Section 2.6.3: have PMTs attached to  both top and bottom) are grouped into 14 sets 
of 8 sensors each. These are connected to a discriminator and the SUM output is 
used, so that a 'hit' is recorded for this group if any one (or more) of the individual 
channels are above threshold. 
Low momentum particles will bend in the 2 T magnetic field region, while high-pT 
(lpT 2 2 GeLr/c) particle trajectories remain effectively straight. For both pairs of 
SpecTrig and TOF walls, the hit combinations which point back to a vertex position 
in a designated range (Iv,I 5 20 cm for wall B and 0 5 v, 5 20 cm for wall C) are 
calculated from the geometry. If the event vertex is known independently to be in this 
fiducial range, then these hit combinations should correspond to high-pT particles. It 
is the selection of these desired SpecTrig+TOF hit combinations that forms the basis 
for the high-pT Spectrometer trigger. Thus it is clear why the SpecTrig is only effective 
in low multiplicity collision environments - the detectors need to have low occupancy, 
or the system will be swamped by false triggers arising from just combinatorics. 
The online trigger decision is made using an XLM-72 programmable electronic 
logic module:, manufactured by JTEC Instruments of Rochester, NY. The XLM-72 
has a custom VME control interface and an 80MHz internal clock. It has 72 ECL 
ports that can be configured by the user as either input or outputs: for this design, 
68 ports are inputs, for the 2x10 SpecTrig and 2x14 TOF signals, each carried 
on a separate 17-channel ribbon cable; and 4 are outputs, for the trigger decision 
plus diagnostic outputs. The main feature of the XLM-72 is a Xilinx XCS40XL Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). This can be configured (or, indeed, reconfigured, 
since connections in an FPGA are not permanent and can always be remade) to any 
design containing up to  40,000 logic gates. 
Since the SpecTrig and TOF signals arrive simultaneously at  the XLM, the opera- 
tion is quite straight-forward and simply consists of a series of AND gates for each of 
the desired SpecTrig+TOF hit combinations - if at  least one of these is satisfied, the 
XLM outputs a trigger signal, known as the SILVER decision. Diagnostic outputs 
include indicators of whether the SILVER decision was due to  the B walls or the 
C walls or both. This design is programmed by the user in VHDL, a hardware de- 
scription language for very high-speed integrated circuits, and loaded onto the FPGA 
using the JTAG connection protocol. 
The event vertex is independently measured online by the Time-Zero Cerenkov 
detectors (see Section 2.6.4) and a vertex trigger identifies the events that fall in the 
iiducial vertex region. The complete high-pT Spectrometer trigger, then, requires a 
coincidence between the SILVER and Vertex triggers. 
In the d+Au run of 2003, the Spectrometer Trigger produced an enhancement by 
a factor of twenty in the number of high-pT Time-of-Flight tracks per recorded event. 
2.9 Event Trigger 
The main PHOBOS event triggers are a Minimum Bias collision trigger, a vertex 
trigger and the high-pT Spectrometer trigger. There are also special non-collision 
events recorded for diagnostic and calibration purposes. 
The Spectrometer trigger has already been fully described in Section 2.8.3. The 
Minimum Bias collision trigger uses the Paddle counters, which have a relatively large 
acceptance a'nd adequate timing resolution. A coincidence is required between signals 
from both sets of Paddles on either side. A further constraint is imposed that at  least 
2 out of the 16 Paddle segments on each side are hit: this restriction makes for better 
online selection of true collision events, but necessarily reduces a little the efficiency 
for triggering on very peripheral collisions. 
The vertex trigger is designed to enhance the sample of useful events for physics 
analysis by triggering on collisions which occur in the fiducial vertex range -20 5 
v, 5 20 cm. The TON and TOP Time Equalizer outputs (see Section 2.6.4) are 
connected to a Time-to-Analogue Convertor (TAC) : TON acts as the start and TOP 
as the stop signal, with an artificial delay added to ensure that Start always arrives 
before Stop. If the time difference A T  = TOP - TON falls within an adjustable 
window, the TAC emits a fast pulse which is the signal for the vertex trigger. The 
window size therefore determines the accepted vertex range, and is typically made a 
little wider than 40 cm, to  make sure events at  the edges of the fiducial vertex range 
are not missed; the offset can be shifted to make this range asymmetric about the 
origin, if desired. 
The PHOBOS trigger logic has three levels: 
LO - starts all ADC and TDC gates; 
L1 - controls sampling of Si signals; 
L2 - controls read-out of Si channels by DAQ; 
The timing of these trigger signals relative to the event occurrence is very important, 
in order to  properly capture all the detector responses. LO triggers are required to be 
in coincidence with the RHIC bunch-crossing clock (see Section 2.1). L2 provides an 
option for high-level, complex trigger decisions - it can arrive up to 10 ps after L1; if 
it does not arrive within this time, the Si channels are not read-out and are cleared 
in preparation for the next event. In practice, however, all current PHOBOS trigger 
decisions are completed in time for L1, and there is no trigger selection performed at  
the L2 level. 
Custom-tiesigned electronic logic boards are used to handle the LO and L1 trigger 
processes. Since the different types of trigger occur at  quite different rates, these 
boards have the ability to  prescale their inputs to  obtain the desired trigger mix. For 
example, in regular Au+Au running, the bulk of the events will be vertex triggers, 
with a few percent Minimum Bias triggers, for balance. 
It is possible for the same event to  be fired by more than one trigger (a simple 
example is an event which satisfies both the vertex and collision triggers). The LO 
and L1 boards record a bit pattern indicating all the triggers which fired for each 
event and this information is stored in the event data. 
2.10 Data Acquisition 
Once an event has been been accepted by the trigger, the signals in all PHOBOS sub- 
detectors are read-out and recorded by the data acquisiton (DAQ) system 1891. The 
DAQ has to  be able to  combine data from 135,000 Silicon channels, 2000 FASTBUS 
channels (for the scintillator detectors - Paddles, TOF, TOs, ZDCs) and 300 VME 
channels (for PCAL, SpecCAL and SpecTrig detectors). 
Processing of the Si data received from the FECs (see Section 2.3.3) is performed 
by 24 PowerPCs, organised into a master-workers scheme. These run the Mercury 
operating system, which is designed for fast real-time parallel-processing, and are 
linked by a RACEway network switch that allows a high rate of data transfer and the 
ability to make many concurrent connections. The master distributes the incoming 
data among the workers, with each worker processing the output of 2 FECs. Workers 
check the received data for consistency and compress it using Huffman coding. 
Huffman coding (see [go] for a fuller description) is a lossless compression algo- 
rithm for fixed-length input, producing variable-length output. It takes advantage of 
a situation where some inputs are more common than others, and can therefore be 
encoded in fewer bits than the more rare cases. This is ideal for the PHOBOS silicon 
data, since the Spectrometer and Vertex detectors were designed to have low occu- 
pancy: most. channels are therefore 'empty' and contain only pedestal data, which 
can be coded in less bits than true signals. The compression achieved is almost a 
factor of four. 
Workers put their checked and compressed data into the output queue. An &bit 
global counter is used to  ensure correct synchronisation of all data from the same 
event. An Event Builder combines the output Si data with the significantly smaller 
(in terms of number of channels) digitised data from the FASTBUS and VME subsys- 
tems; the same synchronisation marker is again used. The whole operation is under 
the control of an Event Manager, which responds to  the event trigger signals and 
distributes the synchronisation marker among all subsystems. 
In older versions of the PHOBOS DAQ, complete events were written to a disk 
array controlled by SUN workstations - a major upgrade was to replace this with a 
dedicated da,ta recorder, to  allow for faster event through-put. An event distribu- 
tor samples events from the DAQ data-stream and makes them available for online 
monitoring in the Counting House. The final stage of the DAQ process is transfer to  
the data tape storage system, via Gigabit ethernet. The unit of transfer is called a 
'sequence' and is 1 GB in size, consisting of typically about 10,000 events. 
The PHOBOS DAQ is capable of a sustained event rate of around 400-500 Hz. 
The main bottleneck in the system is the processing of the Si data, which takes 1-2 ms. 
Dead-time, Applied Trigger Rate and Recorded Rate 
The rate at  which events are recorded is related to  the rate of applied triggers ( a )  and 
the 'dead-time' associated with processing each event (d). If the system is running at  
rate r, then the fraction of time during which it is 'live' and able to accept triggers 
is 1 - rd, so assuming the applied triggers are uniform, the rate of accepted triggers 
fulfills the self-consist ency relation: 
r = a(1  - rd)  (2.2) 
If we define tthe maximum theoretical rate m as the inverse of the dead-time, m = l l d ,  
then the above equation can be re-arranged into the convenient form: 
1 1 1  
- = - + -  
r a m  
2.11 PHOBOS Computing 
The raw data recorded by the PHOBOS experiment is stored on tape drives in the 
HPSS storage system. A web-based file catalog provides convenient and efficient 
access to this data. An Oracle Database coordinates almost all aspects of the exper- 
iment a1 operations. 
The RHIC Computing Facility 1911 (RCF), consisting of Linux Farms containing 
hundreds of computers, is used for data processing, detector simulation and physics 
analysis. 
PHOBOS software is based on the ROOT [92] object-oriented C++ framework. 
ROOT aims to  provide a common framework for all aspects of high-energy physics 
computing, from detector simulation to data analysis, and it implements basic func- 
tionality such as 110, as well as a convenient interpreted environment for program- 
ming. The PHOBOS Analysis Toolkit (PhAT) is built on top of ROOT and imple- 
ments PHOBOS-specific classes and programs. Simulations of the detector use the 
popular GEANT package [93]. 

Chapter 3 
Event Characterisat ion 
A basic selection procedure to remove non-collision events is common to all PHOBOS 
physics analyses. The centrality of the collision is then determined, and data from 
the plastic and silicon sub-detectors must be fully calibrated. A variety of procedures 
are used to obtain the position of the event vertex. 
3.1 Event Selection 
Selection of collision events is primarily done by means of timing information from 
the Paddle detectors. A plot of the Paddle timing is shown in Figure 3-1. The central 
region is the collision events, where collision products have hit paddle segments on 
either side of the interaction region. The satellite peaks at either end are due to 
'beam-gas' events, where a beam ion scatters off a gas molecule in the beam-pipe, 
nnd then the deflected beam ion passes through both sets of paddles. These two 
peaks are centred on f 21 ns, which is the time taken for a particle to travel from one 
set of paddles to the other (a distance of 6.4m) at the speed of light. A cut on the 
Paddle time difference being within f 4 ns is used to reject such beam-gas events and 
other outliers. 
As well as this Paddle timing cut, collision events are required to have good ZDC 
timing also. Events which were triggered by the DAQ heartbeat or by the Time 
Calibrator (see Section 3.3) are manifestly not collision events, so these must be 
Paddle Time Difference (ns) 
Figure 3-1: Paddle timing from a PRO4 200GeV MinBias run. Events known not to 
be collisions, eg DAQ heartbeat events, are not included. 
discarded. They are identified by the LO and L1 trigger bit patterns which are stored 
in each event. As a further test of the integrity of the event, a check is done to ensure 
that data from all the major read-out subsytems - Silicon, FASTBUS and VME - is 
present. 
3.2 Centrality Determination 
As explained in the Introduction, it is important to know the impact parameter of a 
heavy-ion collision, but it is impossible to  focus and steer colliding ion beams accu- 
rately enough to  be able to control this. Instead, when a collision occurs, its centrality 
has to  be determined after the fact by means of some measurable quantity. Ideally, 
this measurable quantity would have a one-to-one correspondence with a central- 
ity measure such as the impact parameter or the number of participating nucleons 
(: Npart) ; in practice, it is sufficient for them to have a strictly monotonic relationship 
and a tight correlation. 
Number of Participating Nucleons 
Figure 3-2: Relationship of Truncated Paddle Mean signal to number of participating 
nucleons in the heavy-ion collision, from a Monte Carlo simulation of the PHOBOS 
detector. This relationship forms the basis of the centrality determination process in 
IPHOBOS. 
Monte Carlo simulations of the PHOBOS detector have shown that the Truncated 
Paddle Mean signal satisfies these requirements, as can be seen from Figure 3-2 where 
it is plotted against NpTt. 
The truncated mean is a standard way of dealing with the fact that fluctuations 
in energy loss by charged particles are quite asymmetric, with a large tail extending 
to higher energy (this is described in more detail in Section 4.3.2). In each event, the 
paddle segments with a signal above the pedestal value are sorted in order of size, and 
the top 25% are discarded; the remainder are averaged. This truncated mean reduces 
the effect of energy loss fluctuations and improves the correlation of the Paddle signal 
with NpaTt. 
As a cross-check on the use of the Paddle signal as a centrality measure, it is 
compared to the ZDC signal in Figure 3-3. As described in Section 2.8.2, the ZDCs 
rneasure spectators in a heavy-ion collision, not participants, so an anti-correlation is 
expected between ZDC and Paddle signals. This anti-correlation is indeed seen over 
most of the range. There is also a 'turn-over7 observed a t  very peripheral events, where 
the ZDC signal is reduced because few neutrons are entering its limited acceptance. 
central it,^ classes are defined by partitioning the truncated Paddle mean distri- 
bution into bins; Monte Carlo simulations then estimate the mean impact parameter 
b and NPart for each bin. The centrality bins defined for 62.4 GeV Au+Au collisions 
are shown in Table 3.1. 
An important input to  this is the trigger efficiency, i.e. the percentage of the total 
inelastic collision cross-section sampled by the PHOBOS online trigger. This varies 
depending on the exact choice of trigger configurations, but is typically in the range 
85-95%. The number is determined by detailed comparisons of trigger data to  Monte 
Carlo simulations. 
For d+Au collisions, or collisions at  lower energies, other centrality measures based 
on signals in the Octagon and Ring silicon multiplicity detectors have been used. 
Bin 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
TruncPdlMean b rms 
1.49 
0.952 
0.767 
0.677 
0.629 
0.615 
0.586 
0.572 
0.582 
0.586 
0.594 
0.601 
0.641 
0.686 
0.76 
0.854 
1.021 
0.992 
Table 3.1: Centrality classes used for analysis of 62.4 GeV Au+Au collisions. 
Paddle Signal (arb. units) 
Figure 3-3: Correlation of ZDC and Paddle counter signals, for events with a valid 
vertex in the range -20 < v, < 20 cm. 
3.3 Time-of-Flight and Time-Zero Detector Cali- 
brat ions 
Analogue signals from the plastic scintillator Time-of-Flight and Cerenkov TO sensors 
iare digitised by FASTBUS ADCs and TDCs. ADCs integrate the input they receive 
over a fixed period of time, called the 'gate'. Random detector noise will therefore 
also be integrated and this leads to  a non-zero ADC reading even in the absence 
of any true detector signal - this is called a 'pedestal' and should be subtracted. 
Pedestal values are obtained by regularly recording the ADC readings when there are 
no colliding beams in the RHIC rings. ADC signals after pedestal subtraction can be 
converted to actual energy deposited, based on bench tests with controlled radiation 
sources and Monte Carlo simulations of the TOF plastic scintillators. The MIP peak 
for these scintillators is found to be 1.45 MeV. 
TDCs digitise the time between START and STOP signals. In PHOBOS, all 
TDCs receive START from the LO event trigger (see Section 2.9). For each TOF and 
T O  sensor, the output of the PhotoMultiplier Tube is connected to a discriminator 
which produces a pulse if the input signal is greater than the defined 'hit' threshold; 
this discriminator output then acts as the STOP signal for the TDC for that channel. 
Differences in cable lengths or PMT throughput times, for example, cause sys- 
tematic differences in the timing responses of the TOF and TO channels. A Time 
Calibrator device is used to  account for this. The Time Calibrator produces an initial 
pulse which is routed to the trigger logic to provide LO and start the TDCs. A second 
pulse generated at  a fixed time relative to  the first is directed to the TEST input of 
the aforementioned discriminators. A signal to  the TEST input causes all discrim- 
inator channels to  send an output pulse, which then stops each TDC channel. By 
doing this many times, the relative timing delays in each channel can be calibrated. 
The period between Time Calibrator initial and final pulses is also varied, so that the 
conversion from TDC units to real time can also be checked. 
As well as intrinsic timing differences between channels, significant 'drifts' in tim- 
ing have been observed over the course of the data-taking period. These have been 
attributed primarily to  temperature-induced variations in the conductivity of the 
ribbon-cable carrying the signals, and also need to  be accounted for. To this end, 
special-purpose Time Calibrator runs are recorded daily, and Time Calibrator events 
are also incorporated into the trigger mix for regular data-taking, comprising less 
than 1% of the total data. 
A further correction which needs to be applied to the TOF and TO recorded 
times is due to  the 'slewing effect ,' which arises because the PMT output signal is 
discriminatecl in order to  generate the TDC STOP signal. All PMT pulses tend to 
peak at  the same characteristic time; this means that a larger pulse will trigger the 
discriminator threshold sooner (as illustrated in Figure 3-4), producing a systematic 
timing shift. For a fixed discriminator threshold, the size of this slewing effect can be 
determined and an appropriate correction is applied based on the ADC reading for 
each channel. 
A final point to note is that channel timing delay measurements using the Time 
Calibrator as described above only probe differences in timing paths from the dis- 
criminator onwards: differences due to scintillator or PMT response are not included 
. 
Discriminator Threshold 
Figure 3-4: Illustration of slewing effect on TOF and TO recorded times. 
in this method, and so there is still room for some fine-tuning. This is performed 
after the TOF hits have been associated with the particle tracks in the Spectrometer; 
the physical fact that particle velocities should be very close to  the speed of light can 
then be used to  fine-tune the calibrations for each TOF channel. 
3.4 Silicon Signal Processing 
3.4.1 Pedestal, Noise and Gain Calibrations 
The presence of leakage currents in silicon will generate a pedestal ADC reading even 
in the absence of any true signal. Pedestals are calculated from the regular silicon 
data in a two-pass system. First, the mean reading for each channel is calculated 
over a few hundred events - since the PHOBOS silicon sensors have typically low 
occupancy, this mean will be dominated by the pedestal. In the second pass, only 
readings which fall within a defined narrow range of the mean are averaged - this 
rejects signals and gives a better determination of the pedestal. 
The voltage applied to the silicon read-out chip can fluctuate, which produces 
collective fluctuations in all channels controlled by that chip, called ' Common Mode 
Noise.' This is detected by special algorithms and subtracted, so that the corrected 
signal reading is defined by: signal = ADC - pedestal - Common Mode Noise. 
The conversion from ADC units to actual energy deposited makes use of the 
internal calibration circuitry of the silicon read-out devices. During special calibration 
runs, a series of known signals are input to each chip and the ADC readings of each 
channel are recorded, producing a gain curve that is used to  calibrate the real data. It 
is found that  1 ADC unit corresponds to  2.1 keV and that the most probable value of 
the energy deposition in these silicon sensors (called the Minimum Ionizing Particle 
or MIP peak) occurs at  -80 keV. 
After calibration, the silicon signals undergo zero-suppression, where pixels with 
very low energy signals (less than 10% of the MIP value) are simply negelected and set 
to zero. This saves considerable storage space, particularly since the silicon sensors 
have low occupancy. 
3.4.2 Dead and Noisy Channels 
Non-functioning channels in the silicon detectors need to be identified and accounted 
for. At the other extreme, channels which are very noisy will tend to  produce spurious 
signals and should also be removed from consideration. 
A map of dead and noisy channels is made based on the number of times each 
channel produces signals above a defined threshold, and on the energy associated 
with each such signal; this map is then used to  mask these channels out before doing 
physics analysis of the data. 
3.5 Vertexing 
Heavy-ion bunches in the RHIC machine have a Gaussian longitudinal profile with 
( 7 ~  ~ 2 5  cm - thus there is a large range along the z-axis where collisions can occur. 
It is important to  have a good measurement of the event vertex position in order to 
properly interpret the detector response. 
3.5.1 Performance of the Vertex Detector 
As is to  be expected from its name, the Vertex detector (see Section 2.5) gives the 
most precise measurement of the event vertex, for collisions which occur within 20 cm 
of the nominal bunch crossing-point. Hits in the Inner and Outer Vertex layers are 
assembled into two-hit tracks, and then all tracks are extrapolated to  the z-axis to 
estimate the most likely position of the event vertex. The geometry of the vertex 
detector locations and pad sizes leads to a vertex resolution of - 4501 d m  pm, 
where N is the number of reconstructed Vertex tracks in the event. 
The vertex resolution is also limited by multiple scattering of particles in the 
beam-pipe and Inner Vertex layers. Studies have estimated this effect to be = 
8 5 / d m  pm for 0.5 GeV/c pions. 
A further effect arises from our lack of perfectly precise knowledge of the geomet- 
rical positioris of the sensors. The extent of this 'misalignment' can be estimated by 
treating the top and bottom vertex detectors separately and finding an independent 
measure of the event vertex from each. Systematic shifts in the found vertex posi- 
tions indicate relative misalignments of the sensors. This effect is found to dominate 
the vertex resolution for high-multiplicity events. Studies involving cosmic ray tracks 
which traverse all layers are used to  fine-tune our knowledge of the sensor alignment 
after the initial survey measurements. 
An important aspect of a good vertexing procedure is the ability not only to 
find a vertex but also to  estimate just how reliable this vertex really is. All PHOBOS 
vertex-finders report a status flag to indicate the expected quality of the found vertex. 
3.5.2 Vertices from other Sub-Detectors and the Composite 
Vertex 
The PHOBOS Spectrometer, Octagon and TO detectors are also capable of obtaining 
an estimate of the event vertex. 
Straight-line tracks are reconstructed using the Spectrometer layers in the zero- 
field region; the event vertex is then determined as the most probable common point 
of origin of all reconstructed tracks. The Spectrometer provides good resolution along 
the z and x axes, making it a useful complement to the Vertex detector, which has 
good resolution only along y and z. 
The average energy deposited by a charged particle in a silicon strip is proportional 
to  the distance it travels; the size of the signal in an Si pixel can therefore be used 
to  estimate the angle of incidence of the charged particle, and this forms the basis 
of the Octagon vertex-finding method. The vertex of a given event is estimated as 
the position most likely t o  have produced the observed distribution of Octagon hits. 
However, even for a fixed path length, fluctuations in energy loss are large and this 
limits the resolution of Octagon-based vertex-finders to  around 1-2 cm. On the other 
hand, the Octagon has a large angular coverage ( 1 ~ 1  < 3.2) and this gives it two 
advantages over vertices from the Spectrometer and Vertex detectors: its fiducial 
vertex range is much larger, and it is able to determine a vertex for more peripheral 
(and hence lower multiplicity) events. 
The TO Cerenkov detectors can measure the event vertex with a resolution of 
roughly 4 cm. They are used for an online vertex trigger (see Section 2.9) and can 
provide a broad sanity-check for the more precise silicon-based vertex procedures. 
To obtain the best possible vertex position, from the wealth of information avail- 
able, a composite vertex is created. For each event, all valid vertices from the dif- 
ferent sub-detectors are checked for compatibility and the best x, y,  t positions are 
determined independently, using an algorithm tuned for the properties of each vertex- 
finder, as found from Monte Carlo simulations. 
The results of a Monte Carlo study of the resolution of vertices from the Vertex, 
Spectrometer and Octagon detectors, along with the composite 'Selected Vertex,' are 
shown in Figure 3-5. 
Z Vertex - True Vertex (cm) Spectrometer Vertex - True Vertex (cm) 
RMS 1.126 
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Figure 3-5: Resolution of vertices from different sub-detectors, obtained from Monte 
Carlo simulations. To avoid sounding silly, 'Z Vertex' is the name given to the vertex 
found using the Vertex detector; 'Selected Vertex' is the composite vertex created by 
combining information from all available vertices. 
3.5.3 Beam Orbit 
While the longitudinal z-position of the collision can vary over a large range, the 
location in the transverse xy-plane is closely controlled by the colliding-ring's beam 
optics and is much more stable: the 'beam spot' has a typical radius of 1 mm or less. 
The central beam orbit position for each run is determined from the vertex finders 
and stored; this information can be useful for analysis of the data. 

Chapter 4 
Track Reconstruct ion and Particle 
Identification 
After calibration, signals in the Spectrometer pixels are combined using clustering 
algorithms to  create hits. Hits from different layers are used to  reconstruct the trajec- 
tories of charged particles through the Spectrometer; their momenta are determined 
from the curvature in the magnetic field. The energy deposited in the silicon can 
also be used to provide information on the species (pion, kaon or proton) of the re- 
constructed particle track. Track trajectories are extrapolated to  the Time-of-Flight 
walls to  search for matches with the hits recorded there - this provides particle identi- 
fication up to higher momenta than just using the Spectrometer energy loss method. 
4.1 Spectrometer Hits 
The PHOBOS silicon Spectrometer has a high degree of pixelisation, to  enable precise 
position determination. However, this means that charged particles which traverse 
the sensor at an oblique angle are likely to deposit energy in more than one pixel. 
Signals in neighbouring pads must therefore be combined by merging algorithms to 
recreate properly the original hit. The PHOBOS Spectrometer has a much narrower 
angular coverage and much coarser pixelisation in the vertical direction than in the 
horizontal direction, so hit-merging is only performed along the horizontal direction. 
Figure 4-1: Energy distribution of Spectrometer hits, created from calibrated pixel 
readings by the merging algorithm. The units of energy are Minimum Ionizing 
Particles, -80 keV for the PHOBOS silicon sensors. The minimum cut-off for hit- 
reconstruction at  0.5 MIP is clearly seen. 
For each Spectrometer sensor, the hit-merging procedure scans all pads along a 
row. A pad becomes a candidate for merging if it contains an energy greater than 
the defined noise threshold of 0.15 MIP (the MIP is defined in Section 4.3.1; it has 
i i i  value of -80 keV). The algorithm continues to merge adjacent pads in the row 
provided each one is above the noise threshold, or until it reaches a defined limit on 
the maximum number of merged pads (8). The summed energy of each set of merged 
pads is then checked to ensure that it is greater than the defined hit threshold of 0.5 
MIP - if so, a hit is created and its position in the sensor is assigned based on the 
energy-weighted mean of the positions of the contributing pads. The hit stores the list 
of pads from which it was created, since this information is very useful, particularly 
fbr Monte Carlo simulation studies. 
Figure 4-1 shows the energy of the Spectrometer hits, after merging. The cut-off 
s t  0.5 MIP is clearly seen. The peak energy of the distribution is larger than 1 MIP 
because the hit energies are not corrected for angle-of-incidence. 
4.2 Track Reconstruction 
Figure 4-2 shows the PHOBOS Spectrometer tracks found in a typical Au+Au event. 
The PHOBOS track reconstruct ion package1 uses a straight-line road-following 
algorithm to find tracks in the low magnetic field region, and an algorithm based on 
Hough transformations to  find tracks in the high-field region of the Spectrometer. 
The two track segments are then combined to form tracks which traverse the entire 
Spectrometer; a track-fit procedure then determines the momentum which best fits 
this full track trajectory. 
Figure 4-2: Example showing reconstructed tracks in an actual PHOBOS Au+Au 
collision event. Blue dots are Spectrometer hits; red dots are those hits which have 
been assigned to a reconstructed track. 
'See also [94, 95) for other descriptions of the PHOBOS track reconstruction procedures 
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4.2.1 Multiple Scattering of Charged Particles 
As charged particles pass through matter , they undergo elastic collisions with nu- 
clei, result irlg in deflect ions from t heir original path. Underst anding t his process is 
import ant for reconstructing tracks. 
For a single collision, the cross-section for Coulomb scattering is given by the well- 
known Rutherford formula (see for example [96]). This cross-section has a 11 sin4(6/2) 
angular dependence, so that most collisions only produce very small-angle scattering 
of the incident charged particle. 
When the material is sufficiently thick that the incident particle suffers many 
collisions, the process is called 'multiple scattering. ' This case was treated by Moliere 
and a description can be found in [96]. The distribution of final deflection angle has 
a Gaussian core resulting from many small-angle scatterings, comprising 98% of the 
distribution, and large tails arising from single large scatterings. The tails therefore 
broadly follow the Rutherford formula. 
For a given material, the mean scattering angle depends on the velocity and 
moment um of the incident charged particle according to: 
Thus low momentum tracks have larger mean deflections and are therefore more 
difficult to reconstruct accurately. 
4.2.2 Finding Straight Tracks 
Straight tracks are formed from hits in the first six Spectrometer layers. As can be 
seen from Figure 2-8, the magnetic field strength is very small in this region and 
charged-particle trajectories are to a good approximation straight lines. 
The Au+Au tracking procedure assumes that the event vertex position is inde- 
pendently known to high precision. 
Track seeds are generated from two-hit combinations of hits from the first and 
second layers. For each hit, the 6 and q5 angles relative to the event vertex are 
calculated, then A0 and A$ are computed for each possible two-hit combination (one 
from each 1a)yer); if both are less than a maximum cut-off value, then this combination 
is considered a suitable track-seed. Each layer combination has its own maximum 
allowed value for A9 and A$. 
The track seeds are then propagated one-by-one to the next layer. All SpecHits 
in the next layer are compared to the last hit of the current track and the new hit is 
added to the track if it passes the A9 and A+ criteria for that particular layer-pair. If 
more than one hit passes the criteria for the current track, then the track gets copied 
and the hit is added to the copy - there is no selection of a 'best hit.' 
Track candidates are re-evaluated after each layer, based on their number of hits 
and the quality of their straight-line fit. nacks  are allowed to miss a hit in one layer, 
but once two hits are missed, that track is removed from the candidate list. The 
remaining tracks are fitted to a straight line using a standard X 2  fitting procedure 
1901 and the minimum fit-probability required to keep the candidate is 0.0005. 
This process is repeated for each layer. When all six layers have been processed, 
final selection among the candidates is performed. The requirement is that final 
tracks cannot share more than one hit: if two tracks share two or more hits, the 
track with the lowest straight-line fit probability is discarded. The fit is performed 
in the xt-plane using all six layers and in the yz-plane using only the first four layers 
(because the vertical pixelisation increases considerably in layer 5 onwards, as can be 
seen from Table 2.1). 
4.2.3 Finding Curved Tracks 
For Spectrometer layers 8 and beyond, the effect of the magnetic field becomes im- 
portant and a different method must be used to reconstruct charged particle tracks. 
Neglecting the effects of multiple scattering, the trajectory of a charged particle 
in the PHOBOS xt-plane is determined by its vertex position, total momentum p 
and polar angle 9. 
The event, vertex position is found independently of the tracking algorithms (see 
Section 3.5 for a description of the PHOBOS vertexing procedures). With the ver- 
tex known, a combination of two Spectrometer hits in different layers can then be 
translated into the (p, 0) variables of the track which would have produced these hits. 
This translation is performed by means of a pre-calculated look-up table. The hit 
combination is parametrised by two angles: the polar angle of the first hit relative 
to  the event vertex, and the angle of the second hit relative to the first. Tables 
relating these two variables to  (p, 8) are generated for 0.5 cm vertex bins in the 
range -15 <: v, < 10 cm from Monte Carlo simulations of pions passing through the 
Spectrometer. In practice, it is convenient to  work with l / p  as a variable instead of 
p. Based on the pixelisation of the Spectrometer in a given layer, the uncertainty in 
this ( l /p ,  8) assignment can vary, so the errors for each combination are also stored 
in the table. There are separate tables for positive and negative particles, which of 
course bend in opposite directions in the magnetic field and therefore follow different 
trajectories. 
The curved-tracking algorithm then iterates through the Spectrometer layers in a 
pre-defined sequence of layer-pairs. Due to  the geometry of the Spectrometer, different 
layer-pairs are used for tracking in the central and outer wing regions. Tracking is 
not currently performed in the inner wing region, because the hit density there is so 
large that this tracking method would consume too large amounts of computation 
time . 
For each layer-pair, all possible two-hit combinations are made and ( l l p ,  8) for 
that combination is determined from the look-up table (not all two-hit combinations 
are necessarily possible for a given event vertex). This two-hit combination is called 
i3 'stick.' Once sticks have been produced for all layer-pairs, the algorithm attempts 
to join sticks from different layer-pairs into 'chains.' This is done by looking for 
groups of sticks that form a cluster in (lip, 8)-space, which would indicate a track 
that passed through all appropriate layers. The cuts on this cluster are deliberately 
chosen to be quite loose, so as to assemble as many track candidates as is compatible 
with an acceptable processing time. The procedure is to start with one stick from 
the first layer-pair, then take the second hit from this stick and search all sticks in 
the next layer-pair that begin with this hit. Ap and A0 relative to the first stick are 
calculated, and if they satisfy the cuts then this stick is added to  the chain. If more 
than one stick passes the cuts, the chain is duplicated and each stick is added to a 
new copy of the chain. Chains are propagated through all layers in this way. 
The momentum and polar angle of the complete chain is taken as the error- 
weighted average of all component sticks. The chains are assigned a charge based on 
their bend-direction in the magnetic field. 
The result of this curved-tracking stage is a container of chains comprising six 
Spectrometer hits, beginning in layer 8, and with approximate values of p and t9 for 
each chain. 
4.2.4 Matching straight and curved tracks 
There are now straight tracks from layers 0-5 and curved tracks from layers 8 onwards 
- these must be joined to form full tracks that traverse the entire Spectrometer. 
The two track pieces are checked for consistency in their 0 angle (because t9 is 
known for both straight and curved tracks) and their average energy per hit. The 
latter check would prevent, for example, a low momentum proton straight track being 
joined t o  a pion curved track. There is also a consistency test along the azimuthal 
angle, where the straight track is propagated outwards in the vertical direction and 
compared to the vertical position of the hits from the curved-part. 
If a straight and curved piece satisfy the above requirements, then a full track is 
created from all component hits. This track is assigned a preliminary total momentum 
from the curved chain and the Cartesian momentum components are then calculated 
based on the 0 and q5 angles from the straight part. A truncated mean energy loss 
per hit is also calculated; this is described in Section 4.3.2. 
f i l l  tracks are also compared to  each other and are not allowed to share more than 
two hits. If any pair of tracks does share more than two hits, then the track with 
the lower fit-probability (described in the next section) is discarded. These stringent 
requirements are designed to enhance the purity of the reconstructed track sample. 
4.2.5 Determining the Track Momentum 
Once the hit pattern of a Spectrometer track has been reconstructed, the goal is to 
accurately determine the track momentum - that is to say, what is the most probable 
track momentum that would produce this particular pattern of hits? 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
The best momentum is found using the traditional x2-fitting technique. Suppose there 
are N data-points (xi, yi) with a measurement errors oi, and the data are known to 
obey a functional relationship y(x; a1 . . . a M )  which depends on the set of parameters 
ai whose values are not a priori known. Then the values of the parameters ai which 
maximise the likelihood that the function actually produced the observed data is 
found by minimising the quantity: 
Even though large-angle scatterings of the charged particle and the pixelisation 
of the silicon detector introduce errors in the hit position that are not Gaussian, 
x2-minimization remains a good method for finding the optimum momentum for a 
reconstructed track. 
Charged-Particle Trajectory in Magnetic Field 
Given an initial momentum vector and using a detailed map of the PHOBOS magnetic 
field, the trajectory of a charged particle is obtained in a series of steps, by propagating 
the momentum vector at a given point through a certain step-size. This propagation is 
performed by a Runge-Kutt a algorithm (see [go]). A momentum-dependent variable 
step size is used in regions of large field gradient to give a more accurate trajectory. 
At this stage, the trajectory does not yet include the effects of multiple scattering or 
energy loss by the charged particle. 
The deviation of a hit from the trajectory is called the hit residual and is calcu- 
lated as the minimum distance of the hit from the trajectory, interpolating between 
trajectory points as necessary. In the x2 definition above, yi - y(xi; a1 . . . a M )  is the 
residual 
Covariance Matrices 
The correct error gi also has to  be assigned to each point. This error has two sources: 
pixelisation of the Spectrometer sensors, and deflection of the charged particle due to 
multiple scattering . 
Another effect of multiple scattering is that deflection in one layer tends to produce 
systematic offsets in the residuals of hits in later layers, which introduces correlations 
between the errors on different points. These correlations must be taken into account 
in order to  properly determine the errors on the best-fit parameters that come out of 
the X2-fitting procedure. 
The correlation between the errors on two points xi and xj is encapsulated in the 
covariance m,atrix: 
The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are seen to  be Cii = gi, the errors on 
each individual point. 
Covariance matrices for the PHOBOS tracking package are pre-generated by sim- 
ulating the passage of pions through the detector, including the effects of energy loss 
and multiple scattering. This means that realistic errors are used in the X2-fitting 
stage, and that the correlation between errors is correctly accounted for, so that a 
meaningful estimate of the 'goodness-of-fit' can be made. The covariance matrices 
are stored in look-up tables to  be used during the track reconstruction. 
Downhill Simplex Minimisation 
Minimisation of the x2 to find the best trajectory is performed using the downhill 
simplex method [go]. This method of multi-dimensional minimisation does not require 
knowledge of the derivatives of the function being minimised; this is important for 
the PHOBOS tracking because the non-uniform magnetic field means that there is 
no analytic form for the particle trajectory, so derivatives cannot easily be computed. 
In N dimensions, a simplex is defined as the geometric figure consisting of n + 
1 points: in 2 0  a simplex is a triangle, in 3 0 ,  it is a tetrahedron, for example. 
The minimisation technique involves manipulating this figure in a well-defined way 
through the N-dimensional functional topography until it finds a (local) minimum. 
The most common steps are reflections of the highest point of the simplex through its 
opposite face. The simplex can also expand along a direction to take bigger steps, or it 
can contract as it attempts to  'squeeze' through the landscape in search of a minimum. 
The process ends when the incremental improvement after a step falls below a user- 
defined tolerance. It is recommended procedure to  restart a multi-dimensional fit a t  
the point where it converged, to  ensure that the process was not fooled by a single 
anomalous step. 
The momentum reconstruction package attempts to  simultaneously fit the best 
track vertex position and the best initial momentum vector. Initial values for the 
parameters itre obtained from the curved-track chain, then randomized by a small 
amount, to avoid potential systematic bias in the minimisation. 
Momentum Correction for Kaons and Protons 
The covariance matrices are generated from pion trajectories and at low momentum, 
kaons and protons undergo larger energy loss than pions as they traverse the sili- 
con sensors (this is described in Section 4.3.1). The result is that the momentum 
reconstruction for low-p kaons and protons will be systematically shifted towards a 
lower assigned momentum than the particle's true momentum. This is illustrated in 
Figure 4-3. A fit to  this graph is used to correct the reconstructed momentum for 
particles which are identified as kaons or protons. 
Figure 4-3: Reconstructed divided by true momentum for simulated kaons (green) and 
protons (blue), illustrating the systematic deviation in reconstructed momentum that 
arises from the inherent assumption in the track-fitting procedure that all particles 
are pions. This is plotted versus the reconstructed momentum value, and a fit to this 
graph is used to  correct the reconstructed momentum values for identified kaons and 
protons. 
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There are two important selection cuts made on the reconstructed tracks: a cut on 
the 'goodness-of-fit' of the track using the X2 fit-probability; and a cut on the distance 
Reconstructed Momentum (GeVIc) 
of closest approach of the track to  the event vertex. 
Track fit probability 
The standard x2-fitting method not only determines the set of parameters that best 
fit the observed data but also provides estimates of the errors on those parameters 
and a statistical measure of the goodness-of-fit. For example, it is possible to find the 
best momentum that fits a given hit pattern, but if all hits wildly deviate from the 
predicted trajectory then this collection of hits is probably not actually a true track. 
Figure 4-4: The distribution of the track fit-probability is shown for reconstructed 
tracks from Au+Au data. A cut on prob > 0.04 is applied to the data to  remove the 
low-probability tracks, most of which are due to  incorrect hit associations. 
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Once the best-fit parameters are known, the probability that a true track with 
these parameters would actually produce the observed hits can be calculated. This 
formally requires that the variances in the hits positions be Gaussian; since this is 
not the case, the 'fit-probability' cannot be interpreted as a true probability, but it is 
nevertheless a very useful indicator of goodness-of-fit. 
The distribution of fit-probability should theoretically be a constant ranging be- 
tween 0 and 1. The distribution which is observed in reconstructed tracks from 
PHOBOS data is shown in Figure 4-4. There are two contributions to the spike 
at  low fit-probability. First, perfectly valid tracks which happen to undergo large- 
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angle multiple scatterings are assigned a low fit-probability, because the assumption 
of Gaussian variances in the hit positions significantly underestimates the probability 
of this occurring. The remaining low-probability tracks are due to  incorrect hit as- 
sociations and should be discarded. In PHOBOS track-based analyses, the standard 
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cut is to require that a track have a fit-probability prob > 0.04. 
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Figure 4-5: Distance of closest approach of track to  event vertex (DCA), obtained 
from Monte Carlo simulations where reconstructed tracks can be identified as being 
from primary or secondary particles. The DCA is shown to have sensitivity for 
distinguishing between primaries and secondaries. A cut on DCA < 0.35 cm is applied 
to the data. 
Distance of Closest Approach to Vertex (DCA) 
Although the track reconstruction package starts from the position of the event vertex, 
the final found tracks after momentum-fitting are not constrained to  originate there. 
The distance of closest approach of the track to  the event vertex (DCA) can then be 
calculated, and as illustrated in Figure 4-5, Monte Carlo studies have demonstrated 
that this DCtZ quantity can be useful for distinguishing between primary particles and 
secondaries which did not originate from the event vertex. A cut on DCA< 0.35 cm 
is applied to  reconstructed tracks to  reduce the contamination from non-primary 
particles. 
4.2.7 Tracking Efficiency and Momentum Resolution 
The tracking efficiency and the momentum resolution achieved by the complete track- 
ing procedure are shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 respectively. The efficiency is roughly 
Figure 4-6: The tracking efficiency as a function of transverse momentum pT. This is 
averaged over vertices in the range -10 < v, < 10 cm and includes both central and 
out er-wing Spectrometer regions. 
90% for p~ > 1 GeV/c, tailing off for lower p r  due to the effects of multiple scattering. 
The momentum resolution (bplp) is about 1% for total momentum p - 1 GeV/c and 
rises linearly with p, but is still less than 5% for p = 8 GeV/c. 
4.3 Particle Identification using Specific Energy 
Loss (dE /dx )  in Silicon 
Charged part,icles passing through matter will undergo inelastic Coulomb interactions 
with atomic electrons, resulting in energy loss of the incident particle. For particles 
such as pions, kaons and protons, their mass can be approximated as being infinitely 
heavy relative to  the atomic electrons. In this limit, the energy loss of the incident 
particle is related only to  its velocity and hence simultaneous measurement of mo- 
mentum and energy loss allows for identification of charged particles according to 
their mass. 
Figure 4-7: Momentum resolution achieved by the complete tracking procedure. 
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4.3.1 Mean Energy Loss; Bethe-Bloch Formula 
The quantum-mechanical calculation of the mean energy loss by a charged particle 
due to collisions with atomic electrons as it passes through matter is enshrined in the 
Bethe-Bloch formula [lo]: 
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where K = ~ h t - ~ ~ r ~ m ~ C ~  = 0.307 MeV cm2 
NA = 6.022 x mol-' is Avogadro's number 
re = e2/4n-~,,m,c~ = 2.817 fm is the classical electron radius 
m,c2 = 0.510 MeV is the electron mass 
0 
ze is the charge of incident particle 
Z is the atomic number of absorbing material 
91 
A is the atomic mass of absorbing material in g mol-' 
,O = V / C  where v is the velocity of incident particle 
T,,, is the maximum kinetic energy which can be imparted to a free electron in a 
single collision 
I is the mean excitation energy in eV 
and S is the density correction. 
The density correction arises because the electric field of a high-energy incident 
charged particle will polarize the atoms in the absorbing material. This induced 
polarisation screens the charge of the incident particle, so the energy loss due t o  
electromagnetic interactions is less than it would otherwise be. The screening effect 
will clearly be greater if there is a greater density of atoms in the absorbing material. 
At non-relativistic velocities, the energy loss is dominated by the 1 / P 2  term and 
dE/dx decreases with momentum. A minimum is reached at  P = 0.96, where particles 
are said to be minimum ionizing. Above this, the 1 / P 2  term is approximately constant 
and d Eldx starts to rise again logarithmically. However, for solid-st ate materials, this 
relativistic rise is largely cancelled out by the density correction, and all higher-energy 
particles deposit basically the same amount of energy, which is called the Minimum 
Ionizing Peak (MIP). For the silicon sensors in the PHOBOS Spectrometer, this MIP 
value is approximately 80 keV. 
4.3.2 Fluctuations in Energy Loss; Truncated Mean dE/dx  
The Bethe-Bloch formula works well for describing the mean energy loss for a charged 
particle of a given velocity, but fluctuations about this mean are also important, and 
can be large. This is often called straggling. Straggling arises because of statistical 
fluctuations in the number of collisions between the charged particle and the atomic 
electrons, and also in the energy transferred per collision. 
The nature of the energy loss fluctuations depends on the thickness of the ab- 
sorbing material. For a relatively thick absorber, the number of collisions will be 
large; from the Central Limit Theorem of statistics, therefore, fluctuations in energy 
loss will have a Gaussian form with a calculable width. The 300 pm-thick PHOBOS 
silicon sensors, however, are best treated by the thin absorber approximation, where 
the mean energy loss is much less than the maximum allowable energy loss Tmax. 
This case was treated by Landau, making the approximation that Tmax + oo and 
assuming that the atomic electrons are essentially free. For an absorber of thickness 
x, with a mean energy loss A (obtained from the Bethe-Bloch formula), the Landau 
distribution[96] is: 
where 
$(A) = im exp(-u In u - uX) sin TU da 
and C = 0.577. . . is Euler's constant. 
E is essentially the minimum energy transfer allowed in this approximation. The 
function $(A:) has to  be evaluated numerically for a given value of A. 
The Landau distribution is highly asymmetric, with a large tail extending to  high 
energies. As a result, the mean energy loss is always larger than the most probable 
value; these two quantities parametrize the distribution. Including the density effect, 
the most probable energy loss is given by: 
A, = E[ln([/c) + 0.198 - 61 
The Landau treatment has been generalised by Vavilov to  consider all scenarios 
for energy loss fluctuations, reducing to the Gaussian case for thick absorbers. Shulek 
tias produced a further correction due to  atomic electrons being bound in shells, not 
truly free. References for these can be found in 1961. 
Truncated Mean Energy Loss 
Large fluctuations in energy loss worsen the resolution of particle identification. This 
is somewhat alleviated by the calculation of a truncated mean energy loss for each 
reconstructed charged particle. 
Reconstructed tracks in the PHOBOS spectrometer typically consist of 12 (some- 
times 11) hits. Once the track trajectory is known, the energy of each hit on the track 
can be corrected for the path length travelled in the sensor. The truncated mean en- 
ergy loss of this track is calculated by first discarding the four hits with the highest 
energy and tihen averaging the remainder. This reduces the effect of the high-energy 
tail for energy-loss fluctuations. 
4.3.3 Obtaining Raw Particle Yields 
The truncated mean dE/dx for reconstructed charged particles in the Spectrometer 
is plotted as a function of the particle momentum in Figure 4-8. Bands due to pions, 
kaons and protons can be seen. 
Unlike previous PHOBOS analyses of identified particles for antiparticle/particle 
ratios ([97, 54, 98, 99]), we do not attempt to  identify particles individually, rather 
we just count the total number of particles of each species (within a momentum bin) 
in a statisticttl fashion. This allows a larger p~ range for identification. 
The dE/dx data is binned in total momentum. For each bin, we extract the yields 
of each species by fitting the theoretical 'line-shapes' for pions, kaons and protons to 
the observed dE/dx histogram. 
The theoretical dE/dx is taken from a form of the Bethe-Bloch equation: 
where Eo = 0.039 is an overall constant, and b = 20 characterizes the relative strength 
of the logarithmic rise. 
Figure 4-8: Specific energy loss (dE/dx) of particles in the silicon spectrometer as a 
function of their momentum. 
The theoretical dE/dx is convoluted with a Gaussian to  mimic the effect of the 
detector energy resolution. This resolution is found to be - 0.07 MIP and to vary 
according to: AdE oc dE0.8. In fact, two Gaussians are used in practice for each 
lineshape - t,his gives a better fit and accounts for the asymmetric dE/dx fluctua- 
tions. The proper line-shape also requires using the corrections to the reconstructed 
momentum for kaons and pions as described in Section 4.2.5. 
With the pion, kaon and proton lineshapes determined for each momentum bin, 
the yields of each species are extracted by fitting these lineshapes to the histogram 
of data dE/dx. A 3-parameter fit is performed with the yields of the species as the 
free parameters. 
For p >- 0.6 GeV/c, kaons and pions cannot be separately identified. We have to 
rnake an assumption as to the pion/kaon ratio and constrain the fit using this ratio. 
The assumed ratio comes from interpolating between the low momentum dE/dx and 
TOF data regions where the species are separable. 
4.4 Particle Identification using Time-of-Flight Mea- 
surement 
Two particles with the same momentum p but different masses ml and m2 will travel 
the same distance d with a time difference given by: 
where Ei = Jm. 
Simultaneous knowledge of the momentum, path length and time-of-flight of a 
particle can therefore be used to identify particles according to  their mass. 
The results presented here use only the PHOBOS Time-of-Flight wall TB (see 
Section 2.6.3) because of low statistics in the other wall. TOF wall TB is at a 
distance of 5.4 m from the nominal interaction point and has a timing resolution of 
140 ps - this should allow a 20 separation between pions and protons up to roughly 
p~ - 3.5 GeV/c. 
4.4.1 Making TOF Hits 
After calibration as described in Section 3.3, the signal in each TOF sensor is checked 
tJo see if it has good timing characteristics and if sufficient energy was deposited to 
indicate a true charged particle detection. The timing and pulse-height signals from 
both photo-multiplier tubes at the top and bottom of the sensor are checked for 
consist ency. 
If the signal in the sensor passes these tests, then the st art time obtained from the 
TO detectors is subtracted, producing the transit time of the particle from the event 
vertex to the TOF sensor. 
The TO start time is simply obtained from the average of all TO counters which 
fire for the event, after the signals have been calibrated. 
4.4.2 Extrapolation of Spectrometer Tracks to TOF Walls 
TOF particle identification requires association of TOF hits with Spectrometer tracks. 
Reconstructed tracks from the negative Spectrometer arm ('SpecN') are obtained 
from the tracking package, then re-fit without using the covariance matrices (see 
Section 4.2.5). This re-fitting gives a better estimate of the track momentum as it 
exits the Spectrometer, which makes for a more accurate extrapolation of the track 
out towards the TOF walls. However, the original momentum value obtained using 
the proper covariance matrix fit is still retained, as this is the quantity which is most 
important for physics, since it is the momentum of the track at  its vertex position. 
Tracks with the re-fitted momentum vector are then propagated outwards from 
the Spectrometer using the same Runge-Kutta algorithm as in the tracking procedure 
to determine their trajectory, because the magnetic field in the region between the 
Spectrometer and TOF walls is small but not zero. The step size for this extrapolation 
was chosen to be 1 cm. 
For each TOF hit, the minimum distance to  the extrapolated track is calculated; 
if this residual is less than a defined cut-value, then the TOF hit is associated with 
this Spectronleter track and a new 'TOFTrack' is made. The distribution of residuals 
is plotted in Figure 4-9. It is seen that even though the TOF wall T B  is over 4 m 
away from the last layer of the Spectrometer, we are able to match TOF hits to 
reconstructed tracks with a resolution of better than 2 cm. In the analysis, only TOF 
hits which are matched to  a track with a residual less than 4 cm are used. This 
prevents incorrect associations that might arise. 
The path length travelled by the particle to  the TOF wall is obtained from the 
extrapolated trajectory. 
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Figure 4-9: Residuals from matching extrapolated Spectrometer tracks to hits in the 
TOF walls. A cut on residual < f 4 cm is used in the analysis. 
4.4.3 Obtaining Raw Particle Yields 
For Time-of-Flight particle identification, it is common to use the inverse velocity: 
The inverse velocity of TOF-tracks is plotted versus momentum in Figure 4-10, 
where one can see the separation of particle-species into bands of pions, kaons and 
protons. 
Similar to  the process used for dE/dx  particle yields, the TOF data is partitioned 
into bins of total momentum and in each bin the inverse velocity of all particles is 
histogrammecl. To obtain the yields for each species, one must construct the theo- 
retical line-shape of pions, kaons and protons for this momentum bin and fit these 
lineshapes to the observed inverse velocity histogram. 
For a particle of mass m and momentum p, the theoretical inverse velocity is: 
This is convoluted with a Gaussian to represent the finite timing resolution of the 
detector. In practice, for each particle species, three Gaussians with the same mean 
but different amplitudes and widths are used to give the best fit. Physically, this is 
because the timing resolution can vary from run to run, since the calibration procedure 
is not perfect. 
The pion, kaon and proton line-shapes are now simultaneously fit to  the data 
l / v  histogram for each momentum. The free parameters are just the yields of the 3 
species. The 3-parameter fit is performed using the MINUIT method implemented in 
the ROOT software framework; the fit attempts to minimise the difference between 
the area of the data histogram and the area of the 3 fitted line-shapes. 
At a total momentum of p N 2 GeV/c, pions and kaons merge and become indis- 
tinguishable. At this point, the pion and kaon yields cannot be determined indepen- 
dently and we have to constrain the fit with an assumed pion/kaon ratio. This ratio 
is obtained by extrapolating from the region where the particles can be separated. 
By varying this ratio we determine the error on the proton yields that arises from 
having to mafke such an assumption. 
Figure 4-11 shows an example of the fitting procedure applied to a TOF momen- 
tiurn bin. 
Figure 4-10: Inverse velocity as measured by Time-of-Flight detector, versus particle 
momentum, obtained from Spectrometer, for Au+Au collisions at  62.4 GeV. 
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Figure 4-11: Example of the fit to extract the pion, kaon and proton yields from 
Time-of-Flight data in a momentum bin, shown with linear and log scales. 
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Chapter 5 
Obtaining Transverse Momentum 
Distributions 
The raw particle yields as a function of transverse momentum which emerge from the 
identification process need t o  be corrected for det ector-dependent effects in order to 
obtain the true primary particle yields. 
The largest single correction is due to the geometric acceptance of the detector 
and the efficiency of reconstructing particle tracks, which is momentum-dependent. 
The p~ distributions are also corrected for tracking 'ghosts7, momentum resolution, 
secondary particles, feed-down from weak decays and the effect of dead channels. 
Finally, the results obtained independently from the Spectrometer and TOF de- 
tectors are synthesized into an overall result. 
5.1 Geometrical Acceptance and Tracking Efficiency 
The most important corrections to  the raw particle yields are to  account for the geo- 
metrical acceptance of the detector and the momentum-dependence of the efficiency 
of the track-reconstruction procedures. 
These two corrections are combined by generating individual Monte Carlo particles 
over a range of phase space, 'swimming7 them through a full GEANT simulation 
of the PHOBOS detector. These events are then put through the complete track- 
Figure 5-1: Combined tracking efficiency and geometrical acceptance correction as 
a function of transverse momentum p~ for Time-of-Flight tracks. Blue symbols are 
(anti)protons, red are pions and green are kaons. The four permutations of charge- 
sign and magnet polarity are shown separately. 
0.1 
reconstruction package, including the final track selection cuts on fit-probability and 
dist ance-of-closest-approach to  the event vertex. For TOF tracks, the simulation also 
includes extrapolation to the Time-of-Flight walls and the hit-matching procedure. 
This gives the probability, as a function of transverse momentum, that an individual 
particle will leave a findable track in the Spectrometer and be properly reconstructed 
by the tracking procedure; this is then used to correct the raw spectra. This procedure 
is performed for all species separately. 
0.08 
Examples of these correction functions for TOF data are shown in Figure 5-1. 
Kaons have a lower overall efficiency than other species, because they can decay in 
flight before reaching the TOF wall - kaons in their rest frame have a lifetime of 
1.237 x s, which for a 500 MeV particle for example equates to a mean decay 
length of roughly 5 m. 
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5.1.1 Occupancy Correction 
The procedure described above provides an appropriate correction for events con- 
taining only single tracks. A more realistic correction is obtained by embedding and 
reconstructing individual Monte Carlo tracks in real data events. This realistic correc- 
tion is found to have a similar momentum-dependence to the single-track correction, 
but also an overall reduction in efficiency which varies with the density of hits in the 
Spectrometer. For the most central 62.4 GeV Au+Au collisions, this is about a 10% 
reduction from the single-track case. 
5.1.2 Ghost Correction 
The other part of the tracking-based correction procedure is to  account for the 'purity' 
of the reconstructed tracks, since it is possible that  the tracking package will produce 
spurious tracks from the available hits. Such tracks are commonly called 'ghosts'. 
The ghost fraction will in general depend on both the track momentum and the 
hit-density. It is studied by reconstructing Monte Carlo events where the tracking 
output can be compared t o  the known input tracks. The pT-dependence of the ghost 
contribution t o  the observed particle yields was found to be: 
The constant A depends on the density of hits in the Spectrometer. For the 62.4GeV 
Au+Au analysis, this constant ranges from 2% for the most peripheral bin to  5% for 
the most central. 
No species-dependence was found for the ghost correction. 
5.1.3 Moment urn Resolution 
As illustrated in Figure 4-7, the momentum resolution of the track-reconstruction 
package becomes inherently worse as the particle momentum increases. When com- 
bined with a steeply-falling p~ spectrum, this results in a smearing effect and requires 
correction. This has been done for previous unidentified charged hadron spectra 
[65, 69, 100], where the momentum range covered extends out to z 5 GeV/c. For 
this analysis, however, the momentum range is restricted to  pr  < 3.5 GeV/c and the 
momentum resolution correction to the particle pr  spectra has therefore been found 
to be very small (less than 2-3%). It is accounted for implicitly by the method used 
to produce the geometrical acceptance and tracking efficiency correction, and does 
not require a special correction of its own. 
5.2 Feed-down from Weak Decays 
Many of the particles produced in heavy-ion collisions are short-lived resonance states. 
Strongly-interacting resonances will decay on time-scales of the order of s and 
the decay products are usually considered as part of the primary particle distribution. 
Products of weak decays, on the other hand, are typically generated -- lo-'' s after 
the interaction. Since the goal is to present the transverse momentum distributions 
of primary particles that come directly from the collision system, one must correct 
for contributions due to 'feed-down' from weak decays. Perhaps even more impor- 
tantly, the contributions of feed-down particles to the measured spectra are detector- 
dpendent and therefore comparing results from different experiments is much less 
reliable if feed-down corrections have not been applied. 
5.2.1 A and C Simulations 
The major feed-down contribution to the proton yields comes from the A decay: 
.A --+ p + .rr-. This process has a branching ratio of 63.9% and a lifetime expressed as 
cr = 7.9 cm; the daughter particles have a momentum of 101 MeV/c in the centre- 
of-mass frame. 
The A, being neutral, leaves no trace as it passes through the silicon detectors. 
The PHOBOS tracking procedures are such that the daughter proton will only be 
reconstructed if the decay happens before the first spectrometer layer - since this layer 
is only roughly 10 cm from the nominal interaction point, the PHOBOS experiment 
has good sensitivity for distinguishing between primary and feed-down protons. 
Figure 5-2: Monte Carlo simulation of a A decay in the spectrometer. The green 
line is the path that the neutral A would have taken if it did not decay; blue is 
the daughter proton and red the daughter pion; purple are electrons from scattering 
events. In this instance, the A decays before the first spectrometer layer, resulting in 
a findable daughter proton track. 
The feed-down correction seeks to answer the question: for a given reconstructed 
proton, what is the probability that it is a primary particle and not the product of a 
weak decay? There are two pieces of information required for the answer: the relative 
yields of primary As to  protons; and the relative efficiency of reconstructing primary 
protons and protons from A decays. 
The GEANT Monte Carlo package was used to simulate A decays in the PHOBOS 
spectrometer. These decays are illustrated in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. As were generated 
with realistic transverse moment um distributions, and the efficiency of reconstructing 
the daughter proton at  a given momentum can then be compared to the efficiency for 
primary proton reconstruction at the same momentum. This result can then be scaled 
according to the Alp ratio to  determine, as a function of transverse momentum, the 
Figure 5-3: Monte Carlo simulation of a A decay in the spectrometer. The green 
line is the path that the neutral A would have taken if it did not decay, and the 
blue and red dots are the hits left by the daughter proton and pion respectively. On 
this occasion, the A decay happens inside the spectrometer and the daughter proton 
cannot be reconstructed. 
fraction of observed protons which are expected to actually originate from A decays. 
This method was tested on Monte Carlo events produced by the HIJING event gen- 
erator and incorporated into a GEANT simulation of the PHOBOS detector. When 
the Alp ratio was known, this method was able to correctly describe the contribution 
from feed-down protons. 
The PHENIX collaboration has measured Alp = 0.89 31 0.07 in Au+Au collisions 
at d G  = 130 GeV [loll .  The value at 62.4 GeV is not yet known, which leads to an 
uncertainty in the feed-down correction. Based on the Monte Carlo simulations, the 
expected fraction of observed protons which are really feed-down particles is shown 
in Figure 5-4, for different values of the ratio in the range 0.7 < Alp 5 1.1. 
Feed-down protons can also originate from the decay C+ -+ p + T O ,  which has a 
branching ratio of 51.6% and cr = 2.4 cm. The C/p  ratio has not been measured 
fbr Au+Au collisions at RHIC. The HIJING event generator predicts C l p  = 0.3, and 
Figure 5-4: Expected fraction of observed protons which actually originated from A 
decays, for different values of the Alp ratio. 
measurements from p+p collisions at  similar energies have found a value of around 
0.5. C decays were studied in the PHOBOS detector using the same techniques as 
for As; the results for the expected feed-down contribution are shown in Figure 5-5 
for 0.1 5 C / p  _< 0.9. 
5.2.2 Distance-of-Closest Approach to Event Vertex 
As discussed in Section 4.2.6 and illustrated in Figure 4-5, the distance of closest 
approach of a reconstructed track to the event vertex (DCA) is a quantity which has 
some sensitivity for distinguishing between primary particles and those which did not 
originate frorn the event vertex. This is particularly useful for the study of feed-down 
particles. 
From the Monte Carlo simulations described above, the DCA distributions for 
primary and feed-down protons were obtained. In the case of primaries, the DCA 
distribution is narrow, reflecting the fact that these particles really did originate at 
Figure 5-5: Expected fraction of observed protons which actually originated from C  
decays, for different values of the C / p  ratio. 
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the event vertex. The distribution for feed-down particles has a tail which extends 
to much higher values of DCA. The cut on DCA < 0.35 cm used as part of track 
selection was found to remove 25% of the feed-down protons but << 1% of the 
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These primary and feed-down DCA distributions are used in an attempt to re- 
produce the observed distribution for data protons. It was found that a feed-down 
contribution in the range of 25-30% gave the best consistency, and that less than 20% 
or greater than 35% seemed to be inconsistent with the data. 
5.2.3 Proton Feed-down Correction 
The final feed-down correction for protons is chosen to be the sum of the simulated 
contributions from A  and C  decays, assuming A l p  = 0.9 and C l p  = 0.3. This gives 
;t correction which is consistent with the data-driven feed-down estimates from the 
DCA distributions. The relatively large systematic uncertainty on this correction 
comes from plausible variations in the A l p  and C / p  ratios (which have not yet been 
measured for 62.4 GeV Au+Au collisions) and are also consistent with the bounds 
obtained from the DCA analysis. 
The function used for the fraction of observed protons which are feed-down prod- 
ucts is: 
f ( p T )  = 0 . 3 9 e - ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~  + ( 0 . 2 2 ~ ~  - 0 . 1 6 ) e - ~ ~ %  ( 5 4  
with upper and lower bounds defined by (1.22 + 0 .  l p T )  f ( p T )  and (0.78 - 0 .  l p T )  f ( p T )  
respectively. 
5.2.4 Antiproton Feed-down 
We determine the antiproton feed-down correction in relation to that for protons, 
by making the reasonable assumption that antiproton feed-down is dominated by A 
decays and therefore the main difference between proton and antiproton feed-down 
comes from differences in the A/P and A l p  ratios. 
The value of these ratios in Au+Au collisions a t  Js,Vi =I30 GeV has been 
measured (1 0 11 to be: 
By considering the quark content of these states, one can postulate that they 
should be related by: 
A A K+ 
This relationship was found to hold true for 130 GeV Au+Au collisions, where the 
kaon ratio was measured [97] to  be: K - / K f  = 0.91 f O.O7(stat) * O.OG(sys). 
We assume it holds at  62.4 GeV too, where we have measured K - / K +  x 0.85 
(see Section A). Thus we take the antiproton feed-down correction to be roughly 
1.0/0.85 = 1.18 times the correction for protons. 
5.2.5 Feed-down to Kaons and Pions 
There are no weak processes which produce kaons as the final state thus there is no 
feed-down correction for the kaon yields. This expectation from theoretical grounds is 
verified by the measured DCA distribution for reconstructed kaons, shown in Figure 5- 
6. The data agree well with the distribution for primary kaons obtained from Monte 
Carlo simulations, with no indication of a tail that would correspond to  feed-down 
contributions. 
Kaon DCA Kaon DCA 
- Data Kaons 
* Primary Kaons 
Distance of closest approach (cm) Distance of closest approach (cm) 
Figure 5-6: Distance-of-closest-approach (DCA) for kaons, shown on both linear and 
log scales. The data (black lines) agree well with the distribution obtained for simu- 
lated primary kaons (red dots), demonstrating the absence of any feed-down contri- 
bution to the kaon yields. 
The DCA distribution for pions from data was also studied and compared to  
that for simulated primary pions. The feed-down contribution to the pion yields 
after applying the cut of DCA < 0.35 cm was estimated to be less than 1% and 
was therefore neglected, but this was included as a 1% contribution to the overall 
systematic uncertainty on the pion spectra. 
5.3 Secondary Particle Correction 
Secondary particles are here defined as those that do not originate directly from the 
collision system but are not the products of weak decays. Thus, the main source of 
secondaries is scattering events as the primary particles pass through the beryllium 
beam-pipe and detector material. 
Secondary particle production is studied using a GEANT simulation of the PHO- 
BOS detector, with the HIJING event generator as the source of primary particles. 
On average, secondary particles tend to be produced with low momentum. This 
means that they are unlikely to be detected in our Spectrometer because they tend 
to bend out of the acceptance and also suffer more multiple scattering, making their 
hit pattern less likely to be reconstructed. 
It was found that there is considerable contribution to the proton yield from 
secondaries, but only for p~ < 200 MeV. Since we do not extend this low in transverse 
momentum, the secondary correction to our measured proton yields is actually less 
than 1%. We therefore choose to neglect this correction, but make an additional 
contribution of 1% to the systematic uncertainty of the spectra. 
The secondary contribution to kaon and pion yields was found to be negligible. 
5.4 Spectrometer and TOF Dead Channels 
Dead channels in the Spectrometer are not included in the initial geometrical ac- 
cept ance correction. The identification of dead channels is described in Section 3.4.2. 
Since the tracking algorithms require hits in 11 or 12 Spectrometer layers, even a small 
fraction of dead channels in each layer can add up to a considerable contribution to 
the overall track yield. 
The dead channel mask is applied to  Monte Carlo track simulations and to a 
sample of the data. The difference in track yields between the masked and not- 
masked cases is then used to obtain the final correction. Although in principle the 
spatial distribution of dead channels can produce a momentum-dependent effect, it 
was found that, when averaged over the vertex range -10 < v, < 10 cm used in this 
analysis, the dead-channel correction to the track yields is independent of p ~ .  
The final correction for Spectrometer dead channels is 8 & 5%. This is applied 
to both Spectrometer and TOF data, since TOF results require the extrapolation of 
Figure 5-7: Region in transverse momentum p~ and pseudorapidity 7) that is cov- 
ered by the Spectrometer (grey) and Time-of-Flight (hatched) particle identification 
techniques. The two bands for each detector represent the two different bending- 
directions for charged particles in the magnetic field. The lines on the plot are lines 
of total momentum, p = p~ cosh 7. 
tracks from the Spectrometer. 
There are also dead channels in the Time-of-Flight walls. This is determined to 
be a 5.1 f 2% correction to the TOF particle yields. 
5.5 Synthesis of Spectrometer and TOF Data 
Figure 5-7 shows the acceptance of the Time-of-Flight and Spectrometer detectors 
for particle identification in ( p T ,  7)-space. To provide for an easier comparison of 
our data to theoretical models or other experiments, we synthesize the results from 
these different acceptances to generate the p~ spectrum for each species at a constant 
rapidity. 
The Spectrometer data is divided in three bins in pseudorapidity, 0.2 < < 0.6, 
0.6 < - 17 < 1.0 and 1.0 5 17 5 1.4. Particle identification is performed in bins of 
total momentum p; the rapidity for each species is calculated from the mean p and 
1 2 ~  in each PID bin, and the location of the data-points is plotted in (pT, y)-space. 
An example is shown for protons in Figure 5-8. From these plots a common rapidity 
Figure 5-8: Location of PID data-points in (pT, y)-space, for protons from the most 
central bin. The red dashed line indicates the chosen common rapidity point at which 
all invariant particle yields will be evaluated. 
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The synthesis procedure begins by choosing data-points which are close in p ~ .  
Then the invariant yield is plotted versus rapidity for these points. The 
simplest assumption is that the rapidity dependence of the invariant yields is constant 
over this short rapidity interval near mid-rapidity. We therefore take the best constant 
:fit to  these points as the value of the invariant yield at this p ~ .  For comparison, we 
also fit a straight line to the points and the difference between the constant fit and 
this straight line evaluated at the common rapidity point is taken as a measure of 
the systematlic error introduced by this assumption. The statistical error on the 
synthesized invariant yield is the propagated error from the individual points. 
0.5 1 1.5 
Rapidity 
This process is illustrated for a single p r  'slice' in Figure 5-9. 
A technical consideration is that though the data-points have similar p, values, 
they are not identical, so it is necessary to account for the strong pr-dependence of 
Figure 5-9: Example of the synthesis of TOF and dE/dx data. The invariant yield 
is plotted versus rapidity for protons with p~ = 0.765. The statistical errors on each 
point are shown, and the brackets represent the systematic errors. The black lines 
show the best constant and straight-line fits to these points. The red dashed line is 
the common rapidity value; the brackets on this line represent the total systematic 
error on the synthesized invariant yield. 
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All data-points to be combined are 'perturbed' in this way to the same p~ value before 
synthesizing. The derivative is obtained by fitting a function to the data-points. 
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5.6 Integrating p~ Spectra 
Proton and antiproton d2N/dpTdy transverse momentum distributions can be inte- 
grated to obtain the total particle yield dN/dy. 
We integrate over the measured data-points and extrapolate over the unmeasured 
low-pT region. Because the p r  spectrum falls so sharply, the high-pT region beyond 
the measured points makes a negligible contribution to the total yield and is not 
included. The low-pT extrapolation uses a simple straight-line from zero to the first 
data-point and for comparison, a variety of physically-motivated fit functions. An 
example of a d2N/dpTdy spectrum and a fit to it is shown in Figure 5-10. 
Statistical errors on the sum turn out to be negligible. Systematic errors on 
the total yield come from propagation of the errors on the individual data-points, 
plus additional uncertainty which arises as a result of the extrapolation over the 
unmeasured low-pT region. 
Figure 5-10: Example of d2N/dp~dy distribution for central (0-15%) protons, with a 
fitted function used for estimating systematic errors. 
5.7 Systematic Error Analysis 
The estimated systematic uncertainties on all correct ions that are applied to the data 
are listed in Table 5.1. These are convoluted to obtain the overall systematic error 
Occupancy 
Ghost 
Feed-down 
Feed-down 
Secondaries 
Spec Dead Channels 
TOF Dead Channels 
Correction 
Acceptance and Efficiency 
See Section 5.2.3 
All 
All 
Protons 
Pions 
Protons 
All 
TOF only 
Uncertainty (%) 
5 + 2(1pT - 21) 
Table 5.1: Systematic uncertainties on the corrections applied to the data. 
Applied To 
All 
arising from corrections to the data. This error is largest for protons, varies slowly 
with p ~ ,  and is in the range 10-15%. 
There is an additional contribution to the systematic uncertainty on the final spec- 
tra that arises from the synthesis of the TOF and dEldx data to a common rapidity 
point. This contribution is estimated by the procedure described in Section 5.5 and 
then added in quadrature to the systematic error from the corrections. 
When considering quantities derived from the pT-spectra, such as antipart iclelparticle 
ratios or integrated yields dN/dy, one has to carefully consider which sources of sys- 
tematic error are correlated, in order to obtain the correct uncertainty on the final 
derived quantity. To take a simple example, the correction for dead channels affects 
all spectra equally and the uncertainty on this correction should therefore cancel when 
considering ratios. This procedure has been done for all results described in the next 
chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Results and Conclusions 
6.1 Transverse Momentum Distributions 
The Lorentz-invariant particle yields ? r p r m  d 2 N  near mid-rapidity (y = 0.8) for pions, 
kaons, protons and antiprotons from Au+Au collisions at  JG = 62.4 GeV are 
presented as a function of the transverse momentum (p,) in Figure 6-1. These data 
are being prepared for publication at  the time of writing, but should still be considered 
preliminary. 
These results have been corrected for the geometrical acceptance of the detect or; 
the efficiency, purity and momentum resolution of track reconstruction; secondary 
particles and feed-down from weak decays. 
The shapes of these pT-spectra exhibit a clear species-dependence for p~ < 1.5 GeV/c, 
with the pion spectra having a concave form while kaons and protons are convex. 
When summed, the identified particle spectra are found to agree within systematic 
errors with the PHOBOS non-identified charged hadron transverse momentum dis- 
tributions at  62.4 GeV [loo]. 
The centrality bins used in this analysis, with the mean number of participant 
nucleons (NPtzTt) and binary nucleon-nucleon collisions (NWl1) for each bin, are listed 
in Table 6.1. 
0 = 
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Figure 6-1: Transverse momentum distributions for pions, kaons, protons and antipro- 
tons for all centrality bins used in this analysis. Only statistical errors are shown. 
Systematic errors vary from 10 to 20% and are generally smaller than the symbol 
size. 
Table 6.1: Centrality bins used in this analysis. The bins are defined in terms of per- 
centages of the total inelastic Au+Au collision cross-section, with the mean number 
of participating nucleons and binary nucleon-nucleon collisions given for each bin. 
6.1.1 Collision-Energy Dependence of Proton and Antipro- 
ton Spectra 
The dependence on collision energy of the proton and antiproton spectra for central 
(0-15%) Au+Au collisions can be seen by comparing to  data from the PHENIX 
collaboration at d G  = 200 GeV [102]. This is illustrated in Figure 6-2. 
The magnitude of the antiproton yields are seen to increase with the energy and 
the spectrum becomes 'harder' - that is to say, proportionally more antiprotons are 
found at higher transverse momentum at the higher collision energy. This agrees with 
the general trend observed in charged particle pr  spectra for high-energy p+p and 
A+ A collisions. 
The transverse momentum distributions of protons, on the other hand, arise from 
the interplay of baryon transport from the initial colliding nuclei and particle pro- 
duction due tlo energy liberated in the collision. Qualitatively, as the collision energy 
increases, one would expect the effects of particle production to increase (as it is seen 
to do for antiprotons) while those of baryon stopping should decrease. The result 
is such that, although the total yield of protons increases with collision energy (see 
Section 6.4), there are actually more protons at low-pT (pT < 1 GeV/c) for 62.4 GeV 
compared to 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. Baryon stopping must therefore dominate 
in this region. 
There is allso data available on identified particle spectra from Au+Au collisions 
ajt 130 GeV [:103]. However, these data have not been corrected for feed-down from 
weak decays and therefore cannot be directly compared to the results of this analysis, 
for which feed-down corrections have been applied. 
Although there is also p+p data available at  a collision energy of 63 GeV [104, 1051, 
it is not clear that these data are consistent and to  avoid being potentially misleading 
we do not compare to them in this thesis. 
0 PHOBOS 62.4 GeV 
A PHENIX 200 GeV 
t Antiprotons 0-1 5% Central 
a PHOBOS 62.4 GeV 
A PHENIX 200 GeV 
1 
Protons A 
0-1 5% Central 
A 
Figure 6-2: Proton and antiproton transverse momentum distributions for the 15% 
most central Au+Au collisions are compared to  data from the PHENIX collaboration 
a t  JsNN = 200 GeV [102]. 
6.2 Proton/Hadron Fraction 
The contribution of protons and antiprotons to the total charged hadron yields as a 
function of transverse momentum are displayed for each centrality bin at  62.4 GeV 
in Figure 6-3. 
Over the p~ range measured here, we see that the proton and antiproton contribu- 
tions increase steadily as a function of transverse momentum until at  p~ C. 3 GeV/c 
in central collisions, protons comprise about half the total charged hadron yield and 
are therefore the dominant species. 
Figure 6-3: Top: Ratio of protons to all positive-charged hadrons as function of trans- 
verse momentum, for the three centrality classes used in this analysis. Bottom: Ratio 
of antiprotons to all negative-charged hadrons. The brackets represent systematic 
errors - for clarity, these are shown only for the most central data. 
Figure 6-4: Top: Ratio of protons to all positive-charged hadrons as function of trans- 
verse momentum, for central (0- 15%) Au+Au collisions at 62.4 GeV (this analysis) 
and 200 GeV (data from the PHENIX collaboration [102]). Bottom: Ratio of an- 
tiprotons to all negative-charged hadrons. The brackets represent systematic errors 
on the 62.4 GeV data. 
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Results for the most central (0-15010) Au+Au collisions at  62.4 and 200 GeV are 
compared in Figure 6-4. In the light of the interest generated by the large proton/pion 
ratio measured at  200 GeV (see Section 1.4.8), it is perhaps surprising to see that 
the proton/hadron fraction at  a given p~ actually decreases with collision energy 
when going from 62.4 to 200 GeV collisions. It appears that,  although the yield of 
protons does increase with collision energy, the contribution from stopped protons is 
reduced and the result is that other species increase more quickly with energy - so 
the proton/hadron ratio in fact decreases. 
The large relative yield of protons a t  intermediate p~ is thus seen to be a gen- 
eral feature of heavy-ion collisions in the energy range 62.4 - 200 GeV and not a 
phenomenon confined only to the highest energies. 
6.3 Evolution of pT Spectra with Collision Central- 
ity 
The other aspect of the proton/pion puzzle a t  200 GeV was the evolution of their pr 
spectra with collision centrality: for 2 < pT4 GeV/c, pions were found to  be strongly 
suppressed relative to  NCol1 scaling, while protons were not. 
We investigate the centrality evolution for different species by dividing the central 
spectrum by the spectrum for peripheral events. Figure 6-5 shows this centrality ratio 
at  62.4 GeV for protons, antiprotons and mesons (= pions + kaons), further scaled 
by the relative number of participating nucleons in the two centrality classes. We 
choose to plot mesons because pions and kaons can only be separately identified over 
a small p~ range, but their sum can be determined over the same range for which 
proton ident,ification is possible. 
Although statistical errors on this centrality ratio are large at the highest measured 
p,, there appears to be a clear difference between the centrality evolution of mesons 
and (anti)protons. The meson ratio is relatively flat over the measured p~ range and 
could be described as approximate Np,,t-scaling (to within - 25%) a t  all p,. The 
1 PHOBOS 62.4 GeV 
Figure 6-5: Ratio of central (0-15%) to  peripheral (30-50%) spectra at  62.4 GeV, 
scaled by the relative number of participating nucleons, for protons (blue), antipro- 
tons and mesons (magenta). For comparison, the equivalent ratio for non-identified 
charged hadron spectra from [loo] is shown (black), although there the peripheral 
bin is 35-50%. The dashed red line represents NWll-scaling. Brackets represent the 
systematic error on the proton ratio. 
centrality evolution of protons and antiprotons, on the other hand, varies considerably 
as a function of transverse momentum, scaling more slowly than the mesons at low- 
p ~ ,  yet increasing rapidly as p~ rises until it becomes consistent with Nc,ll-scaling at 
p~ > 2 GeV/c. 
This behaviour is very similar to  that observed at  200 GeV. This is illustrated 
in Figure 6-6, where the centrality ratios for different species at  200 GeV have been 
plotted for the same centrality bins as the present analysis, using data from the 
PHENIX collaboration [102]. 
We therefore conclude that the essential features of the proton/pion puzzle in 
200 GeV Au+Au collisions are also present at  62.4 GeV. This observation will be 
important for understanding the nature of the processes which govern particle pro- 
Figure 6-6: Ratio of central (0-15%) to  peripheral (30-50%) spectra at  200 GeV, scaled 
by the relative number of participating nucleons, for protons (blue), antiprotons, 
mesons (magenta), kaons (green) and pions (red), using data from [102]. The dashed 
red line represents the expectation of Ncoll-scaling. 
duction a t  intermediate transverse momentum in heavy-ion collisions. 
As described in Section 1.4.8, two scenarios have been proposed to explain the 
results a t  200 GeV. One scenario [76] combines the suppression of high-pT pions 
due to  jet-quenching in the dense partonic medium with large proton yields that 
are attributed to a high degree of baryon transport from the initial nuclei, using a 
mechanism based on gluon junctions [59]. The other scenario proposes a 'recombi- 
.nation/coalescence' model of hadron formation a t  intermediate p r  which naturally 
gives rise to significant differences between baryons and mesons based on the number 
of consituent quarks [77, 78, 79). 
Theoretical predictions for 62.4 GeV Au+Au collisions based on these models have 
not yet been made, so we cannot make any direct comparisons. It is not immediately 
clear that either mechanism would predict the effect to be so similar over a wide of 
range of collision energies. 
It is worth noting that there is hope that future experimental results may well 
provide enough information to really distinguish between the two theories mentioned 
above, because each must simultaneously describe at  least one other observable in 
addit ion to the identified particle p~ spectra: part on recombination models must also 
fit the elliptic flow parameter vz(pT) for different species, while the model based on 
baryon junctions must correctly give the net proton (p - p)  yields. The transverse 
momentum distributions from this analysis can be used to  obtain the first measure- 
rnents of net proton yields near mid-rapidity for Au+Au collisions at  62.4 GeV - we 
present these results in Section 6.4. 
Low-pT Centra l i ty  Scaling of P r o t o n s  a n d  Ant ip ro tons  
As a brief aside, NPart-scaling has become such a standard base-line expectation for 
the centrality-dependence of heavy-ion observables that  it is surprising to see that 
low-pT protons and antiprotons at  62.4 GeV scale more slowly than the number 
of particpating nucleons. Protons and antiprotons at  200 GeV appear to follow a 
similar trend in their centrality evolution as at  62.4 GeV, but the 200 GeV spectra 
do not extend low enough in p~ to see the scaling fall below the Npart line. PHOBOS 
has the capability to measure identified particle yields a t  extremely low transverse 
momentum (pT = 40 MeV for pions and = 180 MeV for protons) [106]. Thus, future 
measurements of very low-pT particle yields as a function of collision centrality at  
both 62.4 and 200 GeV should be able to further investigate this surprising low-pT 
proton centrality evolution. 
6.4 Net Proton Yields and Baryon Transport 
The transport of baryons from the initial nuclei in a heavy-ion collision (also known 
as 'baryon stopping') dictates the energy available for particle production and hence 
determines the subsequent evolution of the system. Baryon stopping can be explored 
through measurement of the net proton yields (p - p) as a function of rapidity. 
The proton and antiproton transverse momentum spectra presented in this the- 
sis can be integrated (as described in Section 5.6) to obtain the particle yields 
dN/dy near mid-rapidity. These are the first such results from Au+Au collisions 
at JG =62.4 GeV. 
The proton, antiproton and net proton integrated yields for all centrality bins are 
given in Table 6.2 and plotted versus the number of participating nucleons (NPart) in 
Figures 6-7 & 6-8. 
Table 6.2: Proton, antiproton and net proton (p - p) integrated yields. The errors 
quoted are systematic - statistical errors are negligible. Correlations in the systematic 
errors for protons and antiprotons are included in the systematic error on the net 
proton yield. 
Centrality 
0-15 % 
The observed linearity of the mid-rapidity net proton yields with the number of 
participating nucleons is interesting. Although the tot a1 net protons integrated over 
all rapidity is certainly expected to be proportional to NPart, it is not necessary for the 
(p) 
13.4 & 1.9 
yield at mid-rapidity to  have this behaviour - one could imagine physical scenarios 
where the degree of stopping increases significantly as the collision impact parameter 
decreases, as a result of multiple collisions per participating nucleon, such that the 
net proton yield at  mid-rapidity scales faster than Npart. That this does not appear 
to happen at mid-rapidity for high-energy heavy-ion collisions should be a constraint 
on models of baryon transport. 
The mid-rapidity net-proton yields for 0-5% central heavy-ion collisions over a 
( 1  
5.1 k 0.7 
range of energies are plotted in Figure 6-9 as a function of the beam rapidity. The 
PHOBOS point at JG =62.4 GeV (y = 4.2) is obtained by extrapolating the net 
proton resultls from Figure 6-8 to Npart = 350. That the NA49 data is from Pb+Pb 
collisions while all the rest are Au+Au is estimated to be only about a 5% effect. 
Our result fills a large gap between SPS collisions at JG = 17.2 GeV (y = 2.9) 
and the higher RHIC energies of 130 & 200 GeV (y = 4.9, 5.4), and therefore provides 
% ( P  d~ - 15) 
8.3 & 1.3 
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Figure 6-7: Proton and antiproton yields dN/dy near mid-rapidity as a function of the 
number of participating nucleons NpaTt for Au+Au collisions at  62.4 (this analysis) 
and 200 GeV ([102]), and Pb+Pb collisions at  17.2 GeV ([107]). Error bars represent 
systematic errors; st at  istical errors are negligible. 
very useful data for comparing to models of baryon transport mechanisms. 
In the near future, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at  CERN will collide Pb+Pb 
at  JG = 5.5 TeV (y = 8.7). One can see from imagining an extension of Figure 6- 
9 that the net proton yield should be essentially zero at  those collision energies. 
This is important because lattice QCD calculations encounter technical difficulties at  
non-zero baryon number - such difficulties should vanish at  LHC energies and there 
is hope that the field of heavy-ion physics will then enter a period where detailed 
experimental results can be compared directly to first-principles QCD calculations. 
6.5 Summary 
Pion, kaon, proton and antiproton transverse momentum distributions at y = 0.8 
have been presented for AufAu collisions at  JG = 62.4 GeV. These are the first 
Figure 6-8: Net proton ( p  - p) yields dN/dy near mid-rapidity as a function of the 
number of participating nucleons Npwt for Au+Au collisions at  62.4 and 200 GeV. 
Data at  200 GeV is from the PHENIX collaboration [102]. Error bars represent 
systematic errors; statistical errors are negligible. 
identified particle p~ spectra at  this collision energy. 
The contribution of protons to  the total yield of charged hadrons is found to 
increase rapidly with p~ until at  p~ - 3 GeV/c in central collisions they are the 
dominant species. With respect to  collision centrality, in the intermediate pT range, 
proton yields are consistent with NCol1 scaling while mesons are suppressed. 
This is very similar to the behaviour seen in 200 GeV collisions, which generated 
significant interest and prompted new physical models to try to explain it. This new 
observation that the proton/pion behaviour is similar at  62.4 and 200 GeV will there- 
fore be important in constraining these proposed models and helping to understand 
the processes which govern particle production at  intermediate p~ in the complex 
system formed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 
The proton and antiproton p~ spectra are integrated and used to  obtain the net 
proton (p - I S )  yields near mid-rapidity in 62.4 GeV Au+Au collisions. This data 
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Figure 6-9: Mid-rapidity net proton d N / d y  as a function of the beam rapidity for 
central heavy-ion collisions. Data are taken from [log, 109, 101, 102, 581. 
will be useful for investigating the mechanisms for baryon transport from the initial 
nuclei in heavy-ion collisions. 
Some other results which can be obtained from the identified particle transverse 
momentum spectra in Au+Au collisions at 62.4 GeV are presented in the Appendices. 
Appendix A 
Antiproton-to-Proton Ratio and 
the Baryochemical Potential 
The antiproton to  proton and K-/K+ ratios are shown as a function of pT in Figure A- 
1. As at  other RHIC energies of 130 and 200 GeV [97, 541, these ratios are found, 
within errors, to have no pT-dependence. 
Figure A-1: Proton and kaon antiparticle/particle ratios as a function of transverse 
:momentum for 0- 15% central Au+Au collisions at 62.4 GeV. 
By integrating the tranvserse momentum spectra over the measured p~ range, the 
antiparticle/particle ratios for 0-15% central Au+Au collisions at  62.3 GeV are found 
to  be: 
= 0.38 f 0.03 (sys.) 
P 
K-  
K+ = 0.83 f 0.03 (sys.) 
Statistical errors are negligible. Antiparticle/particle ratios are plotted as a function 
of collision energy in Figure A-2; these results at  62.4 GeV are seen to fit smoothly 
into the energy evolution of these quantities. 
I  I  I  I I I I I  I  
- <Km>/<K'> E917lE866 (AGS) 
1 - <K'>/<K'> NA44 (SPS) 
<K>/<K'>NA49(SPS) 
- 
* <K'>/<K'> PHOBOS (RHIC) 
- 
<E>/<p> E866 (AGS) 
- 
<p>/<p> NA44 (SPS) 
- <E>/<p> NA49 (SPS) 
0.5 - * <p>/<p> PHoBos (RHIc) + 
Figure A-2: Proton and kaon antiparticle/particle ratios in heavy-ion collisions as a 
function of collision energy. The compilation of data is taken from 1941 and references 
therein. 
The measurement of the antiproton-to-proton ratio allows a simple estimate of 
the baryochemical potential p ~ .  Starting from the statistical distribution of particle 
yields in thermal equilibrium, given in Equation 1.12, and making the approximation 
that the temperature is large enough that quantum effects are negligible, then, since 
protons and antiprotons have equal mass but opposite quantum numbers, one obtains: 
It has been shown in [94] that this simple estimate agrees to within 5% with the 
value obtained using the more sophisticated thermal model calculations of [55]. 
To obtain p ~ ,  a value for the temperature T has to be assumed. For consistency 
with the PHOBOS estimates of p~ for central Au+Au collisions at 130 and 200 GeV 
[97, 54, 941, we choose a value of T = 165 MeV. The values of p~ obtained for all 
three energies are displayed in Table A. 1. 
JG (GeV) 
62.4 
Table A.l :  Table of p / p  and p~ at different collision energies. A temperature of 
T = 165 MeV is assumed. The 62.4 GeV result uses the simple approximation of 
Equation A. l  to obtain p~ while the 130 and 200 GeV values are taken from [94] and 
are the results of a more sophisticated thermal model calculation. 
0.60 & 0.04 (stat.) f 0.06 (sys.) 
200 13 1 0.73 f 0.02 (stat.) f 0.03 (sys.) 
PIP 
0.38 f 0 (stat.) f 0.03 (sys.) 
45 f 5 (stat.) 
27 f 2 (stat.) 
PB (MeV) 
80 f 0 (stat.) 

Appendix B 
Transverse Mass Distributions 
Motivated by the Color Glass Condensate description of heavy-ion collisions, the 
authors of [I 101 suggest that the transverse distributions of all particle species should 
follow a universal relationship in terms of the transverse mass, m~ = d m ;  + p$, 
known as m:r-scaling. 
Preliminitry results from p+p [I l l]  and d+Au [75] collisions at  JG = 200 GeV 
do indicate an approximate scaling of particle yields with r n ~  (although the kaon 
spectra are lower than the rest by about a factor of two, attributed to  strangeness 
suppresion). However, measurements of particle yields extending down to  very low 
transverse momentum show a clear violation of mT-scaling in central Au+Au collisions 
at  the same energy [106]. The usual interpretation of this is that the system undergoes 
a tranvserse expansion after colliding, and the resulting radial velocity field gives 
mass-dependent contributions to the transverse momentum spectra, breaking any 
universal scaling with m~ that may have existed. 
The particle yields for all species a t  62.4 GeV are shown as a function of the 
transverse mass in Figure B-1. Although it would be preferable to  have pion/kaon 
identification out to  higher transverse momentum in order to be more conclusive, 
these spectra show no indication of mT-scaling in Au+Au collisions a t  this energy 
either. 
0' 
0-1 5% central 
0 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Figure B-1: Transverse mass (mT = dm) distributions for pions, kaons, protons 
and antiprotons from Au+Au collisions at  ,,/= = 62.4 GeV. 
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